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WELCOME!

Welcome to the JSU Department of Theatre and Film! Jacksonville State University is 
accredited by the National Association of Schools of Theatre (NAST).
This handbook is intended as a guide to the policies, structure, organization, and operations 
of the JSU Department of Theatre and Film (THR/FLM). The handbook provides guidance 
for JSU Theatre and Film students, faculty, and staff in all areas of their involvement with 
the department. This handbook is for all members of the department to use as a reference 
guide for the activities and policies of the Department of Theatre and Film, including General 
Guidelines, Student Policies, Production Policies for Theatre and Film, and Faculty Policies. 
It contains information that every member of the department is expected to know and 
uphold, including requirements and guidelines for being a theatre or film major or minor, 
expectations regarding participation within the department, and guidelines for JSU Theatre 
and Film productions. Nothing in this handbook takes priority over any policy established by 
the JSU Board of Trustees or the provisions of any University publication, such as the Faculty 
Handbook or the JSU Policies and Procedures Manual.
Our mainstage season (which spans the academic year, Fall and Spring semesters) usually 
consists of four mainstage productions and a department film. Typically, there are at least two 
shows a semester, all of which afford students a wide range of experiences and opportunities.
Student participation in productions, along with academic coursework, forms a vital 
foundation for training, education, and success in Theatre and Film. We firmly believe students 
will find the JSU Department of Theatre and Film an exciting and rewarding place to learn.
This Handbook will be reviewed annually by the Department Handbook Committee and 
revised and updated on a regular basis. Suggestions for revision should be submitted via email 
to the Handbook Committee Chair.
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Mission Statement
The mission of the Jacksonville State University Department of Theatre and Film is to provide 
a strong liberal arts education while promoting respect for and appreciation of the arts of both 
theatre and film. Through an academically rigorous and supportive creative environment, we 
cultivate critical thinking, analysis, and skills for artistic expression needed to build a career, 
while providing opportunities for higher level development within our students’ chosen 
specialties. We also seek to produce multifaceted, high quality, and challenging theatrical and 
cinematic experiences to enrich the university and surrounding communities.

Statement on Diversity and Inclusion
The Department of Theatre and Film is committed to upholding and honoring the stories, 
voices, and lived experiences of all individuals. We seek to provide a safe and creative space 
to explore and challenge theatrical and cinematic works through new and diverse stories as 
well as inspiring reinterpretations of classics. We strive to produce work that celebrates all 
races, genders, identities, and representations, founded on the principles of equity, inclusion, 
professional collaboration, and mutual respect. In this, we maintain theatre and film as social 
and cultural imperatives for nurturing human connection, fostering both shared and unique 
storytelling, and effecting positive change. The Department of Theatre and Film further 
acknowledges that Jacksonville State University occupies the native lands of the Yuchi, 
Muscogee, and Creek Nations.
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Current Faculty and Staff

Randal Blades, Department Head/Professor
Costume Technology and Costume Shop Manager Building Manager, Stone Center East 
rblades@jsu.edu
256.782.5447
Classes: Costume Techniques I and II, Puppetry, Introduction to the Theatre

Dr. Michael Boynton, Associate Professor
Acting, Directing, Playwriting
mboynton@jsu.edu
256.782.8428
Classes: Acting, Movement for the Actor, Playwriting, History of Video Games, 
Introduction to the Theatre

Jason Bozeman, Adjunct Faculty 
pbozeman@jsu.edu
Classes: Introduction to Theatre

Freddy Clements, Distinguished Professor
Costume and Make-Up Design 
clements@jsu.edu 
256.782.5620
Classes: Costume Design, Stage Makeup I and II, Costume History

Carolyn Conover, Assistant Professor
Acting, Directing 
cconover@jsu.edu 
256.782.5635
Classes: Acting, Directing, Voice for the Actor, Play Analysis, Improvisation, 
Introduction to Theatre

John Davis, Technical Director
Scene Shop Manager 
Jadavis@jsu.edu 
256.782.5647
Classes: Students Theatre, Stagecrafts

Jennifer Luck, Assistant Professor
Scenic and Lighting Design 
jluck@jsu.edu 
256.782.5139
Classes: Scenic Design, Lighting Design, Computer Graphics for the Theatre, 
Introduction to the Theatre
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Jeffrey Nichols, Artist in Residence Film Technology
Film Produciton, Building Manager, Longleaf
jrnichols@jsu.edu 
256.782.8480
Classes: Introduction to Filmmaking, Film Technology Foundation, Techniques for 
High- Definition Cinematography, Film Techniques

Dr. Ellen Peck, Professor
Theatre History, Stage Management      
epeck@jsu.edu
256.782.5489
Classes: Theatre History I and II, Dramatic Theory, Musical Theatre History, Stage 
Management, Introduction to the Theatre

Lora Spivey, Department Administrative Assistant Box Office Manager
lspivey@jsu.edu
256.782.5623

Jason St. John, Adjunct Faculty
jstjohn@jsu.edu
Classes: Introduction to Theatre, Guest Scenic Designer

Michelle Salerno
msalerno@jsu.edu
Classes: Introduction to Theatre

Jodye Underwood
junderwood@jsu.edu
Classes: Introduction to Theatre

James Watson, Assistant Professor
Film Directing and Producing 
jhwatson@jsu.edu  
256.782.8624
Classes: Introduction to Film, Internship in Film, Acting for the Camera, Special Topics 
in Film, Film Theory, Film Production

Allison Woodward, Adjunct Faculty Dance
awoodward@jsu.edu
Classes: Musical Theatre Dance
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Student Learning Objectives
With our Mission Statement in mind, we expect our graduating Theatre and Film students to 
be able to:

• demonstrate a mastery of theatrical or film production techniques and skills related to 
their area of study

• demonstrate sufficient skill in their field of study or specialty to successfully enter the 
job market or graduate study

• identify and describe a wide selection of the theatrical or film repertory including the 
principal eras, genres, and cultural sources

• demonstrate they have gained sufficient practical experience of various procedures 
and approaches used in the realization of theatrical or film productions

• demonstrate they have sufficient skill in an area of performance, production, design, 
or playwriting/screenwriting appropriate to entry into the job market or advanced 
graduate study

• analyze and critique theatrical texts, performance, and production, and articulate 
theatrical or film concepts

Facilities
The Department of Theatre and Film is housed in the Ernest Stone Performing Arts Center. 
The building contains the department’s two primary live performance spaces, in addition to 
classrooms, studio, shop, storage, and rehearsal spaces. The department also operates out of 
the Longleaf Building, which houses classrooms and two soundstages.

Performance Venues
The department’s four main-stage productions come to life in one of our two performance 
venues.
The department’s primary performance space is the R. Carlton Ward Stage, a 372-seat 
proscenium theatre with a modified apron stage. The proscenium opening is 36’ wide by 20’ 
high. The auditorium has continental style seating with ADA access. The stage is 76’x32’ with 
a 60’ high grid and a 32 lineset single-purchase counter-weight system with four dedicated 
electrics and a full set of stage curtains. The venue also features an updated theatrical lighting 
system with LEd fixtures and an ETC ION lightboard.
The Studio Theatre, also located in the Stone Performing Arts Center, is a flexible “black box” 
theatre that can seat up to 80 people. The theatre is equipped with a fixed lighting grid, a
24-channel lighting system, and a sound system. Both sound and lighting controls are located 
in a small booth next to the theatre. The space has mirrors and ballet barres for dance and is 
used as a rehearsal space and for performance classes.

Longleaf Building
The Longleaf Building is a state-of-the-art facility that has transformed the Film program 
at JSU. Most Film Production courses are taught across campus in Longleaf, providing an 
opportunity to work with professional lighting, camera, and grip equipment. Stage A is a 6000 
square foot soundstage with a 20’ tall green screen. Stage B is a smaller studio space used for 
student projects and classwork.
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Both these spaces offer film students many opportunities to learn a variety of film production 
techniques through hands-on training.

Scenic and Costume Shops
The production shops in Stone Center are the center of the action when it comes to designing, 
building, and creating a visual world for department productions.
The scene shop is a 60’x32’ room, accessible to the R. Carlton Ward Stage by a 20’H electric 
door. The shop has a full complement of pneumatic, battery, and corded woodworking and 
metalworking tools, including a SawStop table saw and two movable Dewalt compound miter 
saws. The space includes a 22’x32’ tool room with in-house air compressor, a paint area with 
triple sinks, and direct access to the Technical Director’s office.
The costume shop is a 25’ by 38’ space that is well lit with both overhead fixtures and natural 
lighting from its south facing windows. Equipping the costume shop are two 5’x10’ layout/ 
cutting tables, nine industrial sewing machine, two sergers, a blind stitch machine, an 
embroidery machine, a Cricut machine, a walking foot machine, industrial steam irons, two 
steamers, numerous mannequins, and a dye/craft room with sink and washer/dryer.

Classrooms
Because the Theatre and Film faculty believes a student’s top priority should always be their 
education, the department is happy to provide updated and accessible classrooms. The 
department has an iMac computer lab with CAD, rendering, video editing, and layout software. 
The lab is available for student projects and approved work. The department also has two 
newly upgraded classrooms with available instructional technology.

Student Lounges
In keeping with a long theatrical tradition, JSU provides an area backstage to serve as a lounge 
or waiting area for cast and crew when they are not required elsewhere. The JSU Theatre 
Green Room can be found on the second floor of Stone Center in Room 241. This is a common 
area often used by students to relax and socialize, and a refrigerator, microwave, and sink are 
available for convenience. Everyone should feel comfortable using this space.
There is also a student lounge planned for the Longleaf Building for socializing, relaxing, 
and working together on projects. The planned improvements include a microwave and 
refrigerator, as well as comfortable furniture.

Guidelines for Student Success

Advising and Academics
Starting in Fall 2022, all majors within the department will participate in Centralized 
Advisement through the Student Success Center (current Theatre and Film majors already 
assigned a faculty advisor will remain with that advisor until they graduate). All new, incoming 
Theatre and Film majors will be assigned to the CAH Advising Team. Students are welcome to 
meet with the department advisor (at their discretion) to request advice on all areas relevant 
to their academic success, including which concentration to pursue, what minor might be best, 
which courses to take, and how best to plan their academic timeline.
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Each student must meet the academic requirements detailed in the course catalogue that 
corresponds with the year their enrollment at JSU began. Since catalogues are frequently 
updated
with each new academic year, it is the student’s responsibility to ensure they are meeting the 
necessary requirements.
JSU Course Catalogues can be searched by year from the following links: 
Current Course Catalog
Course Catalogs from previous years

Declaring or Changing a Major
The department urges students to declare a major as soon as possible—preferably early during 
the first year. This will ease the course of study during their tenure at JSU. However, JSU 
students may declare their Theatre or Film major at any time, and the THR/FLM curriculums 
are welcoming to students who decide on the major later in their academic careers. For 
information on declaring or changing a major, please contact your advisor.

Theatre and Film Plans of Study by Concentration
The Department of Theatre and Film offers Bachelor of Arts degrees in the following areas:
Theatre: Performance 
Theatre: Production 
Film

Declaring a Minor
All Theatre and Film Majors require a minor to graduate. Students must declare a minor prior 
to their junior year and are encouraged to consider a minor that best complements their best 
complements each student’s chosen major, skills, interests, and career goals. For information 
on declaring a minor, please contact your advisor.

Student Opportunities
Every year, the Department of Theatre and Film offers several opportunities for student 
engagement. Every student, regardless of their area of concentration, is encouraged to 
participate in these opportunities.

Alpha Psi Omega (APO)
Alpha Psi Omega (APO) is a national theatre honor society committed to acknowledging 
students with a high standard and accomplishment in theatre. It allows like-minded 
individuals to gather in hopes of making art and accomplishing theatre together. Alpha Psi 
Omega is also intended to demonstrate what can be accomplished by an honor society to 
stimulate interest in college and university theatre. As students qualify, they may be rewarded 
by election to membership in this society. Students must have completed two collegiate 
theatrical productions (two semesters) and have at least a 2.5 GPA to participate. APO is not 
intended to take the place of any regular theatre clubs or producing groups.
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Annual JSU Student Film Festival
The annual JSU Student Film Festival offers students the opportunity for their selected works 
to screen in front of an audience at the end of each academic year. Potential categories include 
short films, stop animation, music videos, or reenactments. Students are also encouraged to 
submit their works to the Sidewalk Film Festival in Birmingham, the Rome International Film 
Festival in Rome, GA, and to other festivals nationwide.

Department Committee Student Representatives
Several departmental committees include opportunities for student representation, including 
the Department Steering Committee and the Season Selection Committee. Students are 
appointed to these committees by faculty and peer recommendation and can serve for multiple 
semesters. Participating as a Student Representative helps to ensure that student voices are 
heard and considered in relevant departmental decisions.

Department Film
Each year, the department allocates funds to produce a short, original film project. Students 
can gain valuable, hands-on experience in key roles across all phases of production, both 
behind and in front of the camera. Theatre Performance and Production students are also 
encouraged to participate in the department film. The film will be shown at the annual 
Department Film Festival.

Interprofessional Education (IPE)
Our department is an active participant in the University’s Interprofessional Education 
Program, which spans multiple disciplines in almost every College. Interprofessional 
Education synergizes the competencies and skills of different departments to enable students 
to collaboratively learn and practice skills that will enable JSU students in general, and nursing 
students specifically, to improve client service, especially patient care. Throughout the year, 
there are several opportunities for student actors to get involved with simulations in all areas 
of medical training, including work with the Schools of Nursing, Athletic Training, Respiratory 
Therapy, Kinesiology, Psychology, and Social Work. Students also work with the Northeast 
Alabama Cadet Academy, working with police cadets in non-violent crisis intervention.

KCACTF
All mainstage productions participate in the Kennedy Center American College Theatre 
Festival. Each production is reviewed by an independent respondent assigned by KCACTF, who 
will present a response following one of the performances. From that review, students may be 
selected to compete in the Region IV Festival, held annually in February. Students nominated 
for competition are encouraged to participate. Budget permitting, the department may help to 
defray expenses associated with competition by paying for entry fees, transportation, and hotel 
for the duration of the festival.

Scholarships
The Department of Theatre and Film offers several scholarships to aid students in funding 
their education. Scholarships are awarded to JSU Theatre and Film majors based on merit, 
the student’s contribution to the department, and the needs of the student. There are certain 
eligibility requirements for scholarships; see the current application for specifics. To be 
considered for a scholarship, students must turn in an application each year before the due 
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date, published on the department website. In addition to general funds, there are three named 
scholarships for which those recipients will receive special recognition from the College of 
Arts and Humanities. These scholarships reward additional funding and are therefore usually 
given to those students who have demonstrated exceptional character and work ethic in the 
department.

Larry Miles Memorial Scholarship
Established in memory of Dr. Lawrence R. Miles, a long-time Dean of Admissions, for 
the benefit of deserving students who are majoring in Theatre.

Jan Rhodes Memorial Scholarship
Established in memory of Mrs. Janis Calhoun Rhodes by her husband, Dr. Earl E. 
“Gene” Rhodes. The Recipient must be a Theatre major, must be at the junior or senior 
level, and have a minimum GPA of 2.5.

Robert S. Thompson Memorial Scholarship
Established in memory of Sam Thompson for the benefit of a full-time undergraduate 
student who is a junior or senior enrolled in the School of Arts & Humanities majoring 
in Music or Theatre. The student must be an Alabama high school graduate with a 
minimum
3.0 GPA.

Scripted Studio
The JSU Department of Theatre and Film created The Scripted Studio in 2020 with the goal of 
offering the campus community a free space to explore and re-examine both new and classical 
works in an experiential and supportive creative environment of students and teaching artists. 
The works produced by The Scripted Studio are not finished products, but rather, works in 
progress, supporting the values of exploration, workshopping, and risk-taking involved in 
sharing work at all stages of the creative process.
The Scripted Studio Series is an extension of the Department of Theatre and Film’s main stage 
offerings. This series features staged readings of new plays by contemporary playwrights, as 
well as works from the traditional dramatic canon. Minimum production allows for a short 
rehearsal process and invites student actors of all years, majors, and levels of experience to 
participate. Monthly selections highlight a variety of current social issues, with particular focus 
on plays and characters featuring marginalized and underrepresented voices. Selections for the 
series are curated by a committee of Performance and Production scholarship students, under 
faculty mentorship. When possible, filmed and live-streamed presentation allows for wider 
distribution of the work, upholding theatre as a social imperative.

The Shakespeare Project
The Department of Theatre and Film is proud to partner with The Shakespeare Project. The 
goal of The Shakespeare Project is to introduce area high school students to Shakespeare’s 
works free of charge. The Shakespeare Project believes the plays are of central importance 
to the education of young minds and have an edifying effect when presented in a dynamic, 
modern way. Also, area high school English teachers often find themselves teaching or staging 
Shakespeare without having had any specific training in the subject. The Shakespeare Project 
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offers area high school teachers specialized training by renowned professionals free of charge. 
Once a year, The Shakespeare Project aims to put on eight consecutive performances, with 
professional actors and crew. Auditions are held annually, and all positions are paid.

Southeastern Theatre Conference (SETC) and Screening Auditions
Theatre students are encouraged to attend SETC (Southeastern Theatre Conference) during 
their junior and senior years. SETC holds an annual convention in the spring that offers 
auditions
and a job fair for theatre companies (including summer stock, outdoor theatre, cruise 
ships, and theme parks) as well as workshops, graduate school information booths, design 
competitions, scholarships, and networking opportunities. Many students over the years have 
earned acting and tech jobs through the SETC convention and gained valuable experience. The 
convention is a monetary investment, but the department will make every effort to help offset 
student cost to attend.

Performance Concentration: To attend the auditions at the convention, actors must 
first pass a screening audition. They must submit an audition video consisting of either 
a monologue or a monologue and song during the Fall semester. Actors are strongly 
encouraged to get coaching from one of the Acting faculty before creating their video 
submission. The dates and other information will be available through the department 
production calendar.
Production Concentration: Production students are encouraged to attend the SETC Job 
Contact Service at the spring convention, which offers professional job interviews for 
summer and year- round work in theatre. This is not only an excellent opportunity to gain 
summer employment, but to also sharpen interview skills and help gauge employability. 
Production students are strongly encouraged to work with a faculty member to put 
together their resume and portfolio to ensure they show their best work to potential 
employers. Designers may also enter the appropriate SETC design competition. For rules 
and deadlines, see www.setc.org. 

Southeastern Theatre Conference (SETC) Outdoor Auditions
SETC Outdoor Theatre hosts auditions for summer and outdoor theatres for acting, singing, 
dancing, and stage combat positions. Interviews are also available for technical positions. Both 
outdoor and indoor theatres are invited to participate. Auditions are usually held in January. 
Students in all areas of theatre are encouraged to apply and should seek mentorship and 
coaching from the faculty within their area of concentration.

Student Ambassadors: Preview Days/Campus Visits
Every semester, JSU hosts several Preview Days and other events for prospective students. 
These are opportunities for Department Student Ambassadors to meet incoming majors, 
discuss the program, talk about their experiences working in the department, and answer 
questions. These are wonderful recruitment opportunities that help new majors feel 
welcome. Student Ambassadors are also called on to help guide tours of department facilities 
when prospective students visit campus. If interested in serving as a Department Student 
Ambassador, please contact the Department Head.
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Theatre Internship – THR 491
Theatre majors may choose a professional internship with a theatre organization that will 
count towards graduation. They must enroll in THR 491 and work with a faculty member who 
will serve as an Internship Coordinator. The Theatre Internship gives students an opportunity 
to work in a professional setting, applying academic and production principles learned at JSU. 
Please speak to a member of the faculty if interested in pursuing an internship.
Through participation in the Internship program, students will:

• work with professionals in the field to build on skills and theories learned at 
JSU

• Apply knowledge and techniques to professional production
• Build networking contacts

Work Study and University Student Assistant
There are two main types of paid positions that may be available: Federal Work Study and 
University Student Assistant. Graduate Assistantships may also be available through the JSU 
Office of Graduate Studies.

Federal Work-Study Program (FWSP)
Federal Work-Study provides part-time jobs for undergraduate and graduate students with 
financial need, allowing them to earn money to help pay education expenses. The program 
encourages both community service work and work related to the student’s course of study. 
Students are employed on or off campus, approximately 20 hours per week, at an hourly rate 
determined by the Financial Aid Office. Workers are paid bi-weekly. Students can review 
available Federal Work Study positions on the Human Resources Employment website. Funds 
for this program are limited. FWSP community service opportunities are available through 
the JSU Office of Financial Aid. A Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) must be 
completed. Steps to complete a FAFSA are provided on the JSU Financial Aid website.

Federal Work-Study:
• provides part-time employment while enrolled in school
• is available to undergraduate, graduate, and doctoral students with financial 

need
• is available to full-time or part-time students

University Student Assistant (formerly known as University Aid)
Many JSU students work part-time on campus in a variety of departments. These positions do 
not come through the JSU Office of Financial Aid and do not require a financial aid application. 
For more information on University Student Assistance Programs, please visit the JSU HR 
website.
After students apply, they should contact both the Department of Theatre and Film’s 
Administrative Assistant and the Department Head. Once hired as a student employee for the 
department, students will be given a general assignment in the scene shop, the costume shop, 
the Longleaf Building, or the box office. Student employees may occasionally work in other 
areas as needed for production, department maintenance, or other circumstances.
Once student employees have completed all paperwork and signed their contracts, they should 
meet with their immediate supervisor to discuss availability and weekly schedule. Before 
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subsequent semesters begin, student employees will need to update schedules and availability. 
Students may change schedules as needed, with advance notification to their supervisor.
Any student applying for or accepting a Student Employee Position is responsible for all 
expectations detailed in the Student Worker Code of Conduct listed in Section 2 of this 
handbook.

Facility Usage
The Stone Center and Longleaf facilities are available for use on outside projects, after-class 
rehearsal, meetings, and other department approved activities.
Please adhere to the following policies to ensure continued access to the department facilities:

• In all department activities and spaces, everyone should behave with the utmost 
professionalism, collaboration, and positive consensual practices.

• Clean up any trash, props, or other items brought into the space.
• When activities are finished, restore the room to the way it was when entered. Replace 

all furniture or items that have been moved.
• If anything in the space is broken or damaged, a report should immediately be made 

to the Technical Director or Department Head.

Rehearsal and Audition Spaces
Many classes and productions will require additional rehearsal work outside of scheduled class 
and rehearsal times. Students may use the Studio Theatre, Rooms 334 or 336, or Longleaf 
stages for rehearsal of class projects, independent projects, auditions, filming of class or 
outside projects, or other approved uses depending on availability. Normally, students may 
use the spaces anytime they are empty for drop-in rehearsals or short activities. However, 
scheduled activities in those areas will be given priority. To see classroom availability, consult 
the Floor chart on the Current  Students page of the department website.
The department also maintains schedules for the Studio Theatre (Room 338) and the Main 
Stage. To reserve one of those spaces, use your outlook calendar and schedule the event. In 
the “Location” line of the event, enter either Stone-338 or SC Main Stage. Reservations will be 
confirmed or denied via email, usually by the next business day.
To reserve an area of Longleaf, email the building manager for availability.

Mainstage
The mainstage is largely reserved for classes, scenic builds, and other activities throughout the 
day. To utilize the space, contact the Technical Director or Department Head.

Film Student Equipment
Whenever possible, the department makes certain equipment available to check out for use in 
independent or classroom projects. The check-out policies and procedures are forthcoming.

Computer Lab
The computer lab in Room 337 is available for use during the day, unless otherwise scheduled. 
Printing is allowed for department projects or specific course projects only. The printer may 
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not be used for personal printing or printing for courses outside the department. If assistance 
is needed with the printer, contact the Technical Director or Department Head.

Green Room and Longleaf Student Lounge
The JSU Theatre Green Room can be found on the second floor of Stone Center in Room 241. 
The Longleaf Student Lounge can be found on the first floor of the Longleaf Building next to 
Stage A. These are common areas, and everyone should feel comfortable using the spaces. 
Everyone is expected to abide by the following rules while occupying the space:

• Clean up after yourself. Throw trash away. Wash dishes.
• Keep noise to a minimum. Music should be enjoyed with earphones, and everyone 

should use their inside voices.
• The refrigerator/freezer is not for long-term storage. No personal food or drink 

should be left in the refrigerator for more than 2 days. Any items in the refrigerator 
may by discarded after that time.

• Label all personal items. If an item is to share, label it as such.
• If it’s not yours, don’t touch it.
• If you turn it on, turn it off.
• If something breaks, notify the Technical Director or another faculty member as 

quickly as possible.

Digital Media Policy
As members of a creative learning community, we are all expected to respect the intellectual 
and creative work of every member of the department. To build the trust necessary to do 
this work, we must all conduct ourselves with respect and kindness. In order to model this 
necessary respect and care, everyone in our department, classrooms, and ensembles must 
commit to the following conditions regarding digital media:

• In both classes and productions, some video and/or audio recording of lectures, 
materials, exercises, meetings, and rehearsals is necessary and required. Participants 
will know in advance when they are being recorded.

• Anyone with written DSS accommodation to record lectures, rehearsals, meetings, 
and/ or classroom activities is welcome to do so once that written accommodation has 
been shared. Otherwise, video and/or audio recordings may not be made without the 
unanimous consent of all present. Consent to be recorded may be withdrawn at any 
time for any reason, without question.

• Video and/or audio recordings may not be shared without the consent of every 
member whose voice or image is captured by the recording. Sharing is limited to using 
the recordings for classroom or production related purposes only.

• Video and/or audio recordings may not be posted online or distributed to others 
without advance permission of anyone whose voice or image is included in the 
recordings.

• While some materials may appear on social media for advertising and marketing 
purposes, all posting must be done with informed prior consent. Consent to items 
posted on social media may be revoked at any time.

• No video and/or audio recordings of copyrighted materials may be made, shared, 
posted, or tagged without prior permission from the Department Head.
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• No member of the department may post, tag, or share any comments, status 
updates, images, photos, videos, references, or allusions to a class, a production, or 
any department individual (student, faculty, actor, designer, etc) on social media, 
including but not limited to: Facebook, Snapchat, Instagram, TikTok, Twitter, 
or any other social media platform, without the clear, enthusiastic, and ongoing 
consent of every individual involved or featured in the content of that course or 
production.

• Violations to the conditions described above may result in academic or departmental 
disciplinary action.
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SECTION 2: STUDENT POLICIES
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Expectations and Participation
In addition to the many opportunities available to students, all majors within the department 
must meet certain expectations regarding academics, productions, participation, and 
departmental engagement. Each of the following areas will be carefully reviewed to monitor 
and assess the progress of all majors and will be discussed at the Mid-Degree Assessment and/
or End-of-Year review.

Department Welcome Meeting
At the start of every Fall Semester, the department will host a Welcome Meeting. This meeting 
will introduce the faculty and staff, as well as share information regarding the schedule for the 
academic year, including auditions, productions, staged readings, and all other opportunities 
for the year. All new and returning Film and Theatre majors are required to attend. A sign-in 
sheet will be posted, and attendance will be monitored by the Department Head.

Interest Survey
At the start of each semester, each major will be expected to complete an Interest Survey 
ranking their interest in production and performance areas. Production areas will be assigned 
based on interest, availability, and need. Performance areas will be assigned based on audition 
and casting. Surveys will be distributed and collected by the Department Head.

Auditions
All students with a Performance Concentration are required to audition for every mainstage 
production and department film. Students are not required to accept roles when cast, and all 
scheduling conflicts must be disclosed at the time of the audition. Audition forms will be used 
to document attendance, and participation will be monitored by the Performance faculty.

Technical and Production
All students with a Production Concentration are required to fulfill a technical, design, or 
management role for every mainstage production and department film. Assignments will 
consider the student interest survey and will be based on student training and scheduling and 
production needs. Production Concentration students will be notified of their assignments at 
the beginning of each semester, and participation will be monitored by the Production faculty.

Department Film
All Film majors are required to participate in the production of the annual department film. 
Students may work in preproduction, as crew, as crew heads, designers, or other areas of the 
process. Faculty will use the interest survey to determine area assignments, and participation 
will be monitored by the Film faculty.

Mid-Degree Assessment
Students who have completed three semesters as a THR/FLM major will take the Mid-degree 
Assessment course (THR 298 or FLM 298). This course serves as a tool for the assessment of 
individual student progress through both the curriculum and additional activities the faculty 
have determined to be foundational for student potential of success in their chosen field and in 
upper- level coursework.
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For the course, each student will provide an updated resume and portfolio of classwork, 
production work, and other projects completed during their time studying in the department. 
Attendance and engagement in all mandatory departmental events will also be compiled and 
tallied for this review. At the end of the course, the work will be assessed by the faculty, and 
feedback with be provided to help guide the remainder of the student’s training.

Production Attendance
All Theatre and Film majors are expected to attend every department mainstage production 
and film event. Complementary tickets will be given to every major. Reservations and 
attendance will be tracked through the Ticket Office. Please review the Complementary Ticket 
policy.

Scholarships
During the spring semester of each year, all Theatre and Film majors are required to 
participate in Scholarship Auditions/Portfolio Review. The department will set and announce 
a date and time for the Scholarship Audition/Portfolio Review in advance, and all Theatre and 
Film majors MUST attend. All Theatre and Film students are required to submit a scholarship 
application each year.
Scholarship students are expected to meaningfully contribute to each production. Performance 
Concentrations who are not cast in a production will be given an alternative production 
assignment. Production and Performance scholarship recipients are also required to 
participate as members of the Scripted Studio Season Selection Committee. Film Scholarship 
recipients are required to actively contribute to the department film, festivals, and screenings, 
complete required hours in the Longleaf Building, and fulfill any other assigned duties. All 
scholarship submissions should adhere to all concentration-specific requirements listed on the 
department website.

End of Year Assessment
The materials submitted in the Scholarship Auditions will also be used to frame every major’s 
End of Year Assessment. This review not only assesses student growth over the years, but also 
serves as the basis for departmental scholarship allocations. The End of Year Review presents 
the opportunity for all faculty to evaluate student progress as a Theatre or Film major and give 
feedback relevant to each area of concentration.

Scripted Studio
All department majors are expected to attend three Scripted Studio offerings each semester. 
This requirement is also met by participating in the reading as an actor or director. Scripted 
Studio events are usually held at 4:30pm on the first Thursday of the month. Students who 
have class during this time should meet with the Department Head and Scripted Studio 
Coordinator to discuss an alternative. Attendance will be taken via sign-in sheet at each reading 
and will be monitored by the Scripted Studio Coordinator.

Strike
All Production and Performance students are required to participate in Strike for every 
production, regardless of any other production assignment. Attendance will be taken via sign-
in sheet and will be monitored by the Technical Director
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Trumbauer
On years when JSU hosts the regional high school theatre competition, all Production and 
Performance students are required to contribute a minimum of 5 contact hours to the event. A
sign-up sheet of all available shifts and job positions will be posted in advance. Attendance will 
be taken via sign-in sheet and will be monitored by the Department Head.

Work Calls
Each major departmental production will include at least one Saturday work call. All 
Production and Performance students are required to attend and participate, regardless of any 
other production assignment. Attendance will be taken via sign-in sheet and will be monitored 
by the Technical Director.

Additional Student Policies

Department Probation and Academic Mentorship
The JSU Department of Theatre and Film believes a student’s academic progress is of the 
utmost importance. In the interest of a student’s timely progress and compliance with the 
required university grade point average toward graduation—as well as the academic and 
educational goals of the university—the department enacts the following requirements and 
policies:

• As stated in the catalog, all Theatre and Film majors are required to earn a grade of C 
or above for all courses within their major and minor.

• Any student making unsatisfactory academic progress may be removed from any cast 
or crew in a production, not be permitted to audition (or be cast) in a production, or 
lose the opportunity of a major technical/design assignment on future productions or 
department film projects.

• Unsatisfactory progress is defined as either a cumulative grade point average below 
2.0 and/or two D’s or one F in any semester. If applicable, unsatisfactory academic 
progress will result in a reduction of any departmental scholarship for the next 
semester.

• To participate in productions and regain previous scholarship status, the student 
must maintain at least a C grade average in all courses attempted the next 
semester.

• Students wishing to appeal their departmental suspension may appeal to the 
Mentorship Committee and should contact the Mentorship Committee Chair for 
details.

The Academic Mentorship Committee oversees Theater and Film students whose academic 
progress is deemed unsatisfactory in any given semester. If a student falls into this category, 
or if a student successfully appeals their suspension from department productions, they are 
required to participate in the departmental Mentorship Program. The student will be assigned 
a mentor from the Mentorship Committee and will be responsible for contacting and meeting 
with their mentor regularly at their Mentor’s discretion. The Mentorship program includes a 
combination of academic strategies designed to improve the student’s academic standing and 
increase grades to the required academic threshold for degree completion. These strategies 
include scheduling and attending regular tutor sessions and workshops within the JSU 
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Student Success Center. All student participants in the Theatre and Film Mentorship Program 
are required to demonstrate academic improvement as well as personal responsibility. If 
the student’s grades improve, they will either graduate from the Mentorship Program or be 
required to participate again the following semester. If the Mentor finds the student does not 
show improvement or dedicated effort to reform, the student may suffer further department 
sanctions.

Attendance Policy 
The THE/FLM Department has adopted the following policy regarding attendance: All 
students in Theatre and Film courses are required to attend at least 70% of all THR/FLM class 
meetings. Absences beyond 30% will result in an automatic failure of the course. 
Official University, Military, or instructor-approved absences will not count towards this 
allotted 30%, only if students properly inform the instructor in advance and supply all 
necessary paperwork. Students with DSS accommodations regarding attendance should refer 
to DSS policies and consult with their instructor at the start of the semester. 
Attendance will be taken and recorded at every class meeting. Students are responsible for 
reviewing the Missing and Late Work policy in each course syllabus as it relates to absences. 

Comp Tickets
It is expected that all Production and Performance students will attend every departmental 
production. All Theater and Film majors will receive one complementary ticket to every 
production and film. If a student participates in a production as cast or crew, they will receive 
two comp tickets. No student, regardless of involvement, will receive more than two comp 
tickets. A digital form will be distributed to reserve tickets in advance.

Theatre and Film Student Employee Code of Conduct

Be Safe. Student employees are expected to read and understand the Shop Safety Manual. 
All work for the department shall be done in a safe manner. If at any time a student feels 
they are being asked to perform a task in an unsafe manner or use a tool they have not 
been trained on, they should notify their supervisor immediately.
Be Punctual. Arrive within 5 minutes of all scheduled shifts. If a late arrival or missed 
shift is unavoidable, employees must contact a supervisor BEFORE THE START OF THE 
SHIFT.

We understand that occasionally there are emergencies, and students may have trouble 
notifying their supervisors ahead of time. In those situations, students will still be 
expected to contact their supervisors as soon as possible.
Habitual tardiness will result in a written warning. Continued late arrivals without 
notification may result in a reduced or modified schedule or termination.

No call/no show

• First missed shift without notification during a semester: verbal 
warning

• Second missed shifts without notification during a semester: written 
warning
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• Third dismissed shift without notification: student worker and supervisor 
discuss student suitability to continue as a student employee and worker may 
be terminated.

Be Prepared. Student workers must be ready to work at the start of their shift. Arrive to 
work dressed appropriately. All meals must be completed before arrival time. Do not use 
the start of the shift to complete a meal.
Be Flexible. Sometimes workers may be assigned to work in a different area depending on 
need. Make sure to always have proper work and paint clothes on hand.
Be Productive. It is expected that all student workers will work efficiently. Everything in 
Theatre and Film has a deadline that must be met. Ask a supervisor as soon as a task is 
completed, or if
a point is reached where the next step is unclear. If a supervisor is not available, find 
something useful to do. All employees are expected to remain in their assigned areas, even 
when tasks are completed.
Be Proactive. We are all in this together. The work we do and the productions we create 
cannot be done to the quality that we would like without everyone’s help. Always strive to 
be helpful both on and off the clock.
Be a Leader. Some student employees may be called on to respectfully supervise or 
instruct their peers. If a worker feels they are unable to properly explain a task to a 
fellow student or has trouble helping them complete tasks in an efficient manner, their 
supervisor can work with them to improve leadership and management skills.
Be Positive. There are no small or unimportant tasks in Theatre or Film. If asked to do 
something or fill a role, have a good and helpful attitude about the work.
Be Polite. Treat each other with grace, respect, and humility. Disrespect towards anyone – 
whether a student, supervisor, or visitor – will not be tolerated.
Be Proud. Take pride in the work. The quality of work has a direct reflection on individual 
character. The time spent here will have a huge impact on each student’s future in the 
industry.

Student Grievance Policy
If a student chooses to file a formal complaint against another student, for any reason, they 
must follow the Grievance Policy set out by the University Code of Student Conduct and 
the Office of Community Standards and Community Ethics. This includes all non-academic 
complaints concerning, but not limited to, Sexual Harassment and Title IX concerns, Bullying, 
Drug and Alcohol related complaints, Discrimination, Retaliation, or any forms of violence.
Students can report any nonacademic grievances regarding faculty or staff using the incident 
form provided here. This link also provides additional details concerning complaints and 
concerns.
If a student has a concern or grievance and is unsure which steps to take to file a complaint 
or who to talk to, the first step should be to talk with the Department Head. If the concern 
involves the Department Head, students should contact the Dean.
Any other grievances not covered in the links above can be reported to the Office of Community  
Standards and Student Ethics.
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Grade Appeals
A student may appeal a course grade if the student has evidence that the grade was assigned 
in a malicious, capricious, erroneous, or arbitrary manner. No appeal will be entertained more 
than six months following the date the grade was assigned.
If a student wishes to appeal a grade, the department will follow the CAH Grade Appeal policy. 
Email the Department Administrative Assistant to request the current guidelines.
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SECTION 3: PRODUCTION POLICIES
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Theatre Production Policies

Production Structure Chart
The following structure will be applied to determine oversight for each production. While 
positions may vary based on production needs, the chart represents a visual approximation 
that best embodies the major production areas most often utilized in department productions. 
Updated charts will be individualized for every production, and assignments and roles will 
be determined based on faculty load, academic needs, student interest, and subject matter 
expertise.
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Theatre Production Positions
The following is a detailed list of position titles, job descriptions, and duties that may be 
utilized during a department production. This list is not exhaustive, and some positions may 
be expanded, merged, or omitted based on production needs, availability, and budgetary 
restrictions. Once individual assignments are made, each member of the production is 
expected to review and adhere to the corresponding duties and expectations from this list. 
Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) documents can be found in the Department Database 
(link forthcoming).

Administrative
Producer
Job Description: The Producer is responsible for budgeting money, labor, and resources to 
each production in balance with other needs of the department. Supervises marketing and 
outreach to the greater community. Supervises online ticketing system with the ticket office 
manager. Oversees the production process and ensures the priorities of the department are met 
throughout.
List of Duties:

• Assign Artistic Team for each production in consultation with the faculty Develop 
budgets for each production

• Develop general calendar with the Production Stage Manager: auditions, rehearsal 
dates, performance dates, design deadlines, etc.

• Consult with director to ensure scope, contract issues, and department 
mission

• Coordinate labor needs for production with Production Stage Manager
• Work with student assistant to develop posters and programs for each 

production
• Coordinate house management duties for all productions
• Report marketing progress and deadlines at Production Meetings
• Enact and ensure compliance in all contracts and royalties agreements
• Attend rehearsals as needed
• Other administrative duties needed for production 

Reports to: Dean of CAH

Production Stage Manager
Job Description: The Production Stage Manager (PSM) oversees all technical elements of the 
production to ensure all deadlines for both Artistic Design and Production Calendar are fully 
met; responsible for maintaining clear communication and collaboration across all areas.
List of Duties:

• Lead production meetings
• Coordinate Production Staffing including Stage Management Team
• Communicate expectations and procedures to the Artistic Team
• Develop complete production calendar
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• Coordinate audition schedule with the director of each production
• Check in with Stage Management regularly to ensure rehearsals/performances are 

running smoothly; advise or troubleshoot as needed
• Attend rehearsals as needed
• Run tech rehearsals 

Reports to: Producer

Production
Director
Job Description: The Director oversees all artistic elements of the production to assure 
unification and cohesion. As the active head of the artistic team, the director is responsible for 
sharing the production’s overall concept with the team to provide the creative work a common 
point of focus.
List of Duties:

• Create, present, and maintain a concept and artistic vision for the play
• Promote a positive atmosphere of support, collaboration, creativity, and transparent 

communication
• Collaborate with design team to develop the production’s design approach
• Provide support, guidance, and feedback throughout the design and technical 

process
• Grant final approvals on all design elements
• Cast, block, and rehearse the play
• Advocate for the experience of the audience in all elements of the production
• Support, guide, and coach actors through their creative work
• Provide detailed notes to both actors and designers until Opening Night 

Reports to: Producer

Assistant Director
Job Description: The Assistant Director assists the director at all stages of the production 
process, including pre-production and rehearsal. The assistant director’s duties may vary due 
to the experience of the student, the needs of the show, and the discretion of the director.
List of Duties:

• Take notes for the director
• Attend and observe rehearsals
• Assist the director with the director’s protocol
• Complete administrative duties (printing, copying, etc.)
• Attend production meetings
• Assist in rehearsals
• Lead warm-ups and acting exercises
• Drill lines and blocking with actors 

Reports to: Director
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Actor
Job Description: The Actor is responsible for authentically embodying the characters of the 
play with vulnerability, depth, and professionalism.
List of Duties:

• Work with professionalism and positivity
• Meet deadlines
• Take and apply all notes
• Arrive to rehearsal early and already physically and vocally warmed-up
• Bring character and blocking ideas to share in rehearsal
• Approach all work consistently once the production is in tech
• Be courteous to all members of the cast, crew, and design team 

Reports to: Director (Rehearsals); Stage Manager (Run)

Dramaturg
Job Description: The Dramaturg is a research assistant to the director, design team, and actors, 
who supports the play’s development by focusing on the historical context, literary criticism, 
and artistic and analytical interpretation of the play, as well as any aesthetic elements relevant 
to the director’s vision. They can also work with publicity and marketing to craft audience 
resources and engage in community outreach.
List of Duties:

• Conduct scholarly and historical research to assist designers and actors
• Develop dramaturgical packets for the cast
• Write, design, and oversee program notes and lobby displays
• Design study guides for public schools
• Visit schools and other venues for guest lectures
• Organize and participate in media and advertising campaigns
• Host and facilitate pre-show or post-show talkbacks 

Reports to: Director

Technical
Technical Director
Job Description: The Technical Director (TD) is responsible for the implementation of design 
areas through build, purchase, rental, or other means necessary.
List of Duties:

• Advise designers on technical specifications, costs, and usage of technical equipment 
required for the individual production

• Generate sketches, CAD drawings, schedules, and other necessary paperwork to 
facilitate efficient construction, modification, or repair of technical elements

• Establish internal deadlines as needed for a production
• Ensure adequate training of Head Carpenter, Stagehands, and Fly Operators
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• Attend all tech rehearsals in order to supervise and assist with planning all scene 
changes and set dressing from a technical and safety point of view

Reports to: Production Stage Manager

Assistant Technical Director
Job Description: The Assistant Technical Director is responsible for assisting the Technical 
Director in their role. Specific duties and tasks will be decided based on the abilities of the 
assistant and the needs of the show.
List of Duties:

• Attend all design and production meetings
• Attend all technical rehearsals
• Assist with sketching, estimating, and drafting units as needed
• Assist with managing the build and load-in processes 

Reports to: Technical Director

Deck Chief
Job Description: The Deck Chief is responsible for the supervision and management of the 
stagehands, organization of storage, and maintenance of scenery and props for a production.
List of Duties:

• Organize and disseminate show paperwork to stagehands
• Coordinate stagehands and scene changes backstage
• Ensure staff follow proper safety procedures
• Give direction and instruction to stage crew when necessary 

Reports to: Technical Director (Tech); Stage Manager (Run)

Stagehand
Job Description: The Stagehand is responsible for the operation and maintenance of the 
technical aspects for a production.
List of Duties:

• Operate and place moving scenery and props according to spike marks or as 
needed

• Maintain the safety, cleanliness, and operation of the backstage areas
• Attend Crew Watch
• Attend all technical rehearsals and work calls as directed 

Reports to: Technical Director (Tech); Stage Manager (Run)

Fly Operator
Job Description: The Fly Operator is responsible for the operation of the theatre’s fly system as 
directed by the Technical Director and at the call of the Stage Manager.
List of Duties:

• Attend crew watch
• Attend all technical rehearsal and operate linesets as directed
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• Attend all performances and operate linesets as directed and rehearsed
• Ensure all linesets are safe at all times 

Reports to: Deck Chief

Stage Management
Stage Manager
Job Description: The Stage Manager (SM) acts as a communication link between the director 
and the other artists and technicians. The stage manager is responsible for calling and running 
rehearsals under the supervision of the director, assembling the prompt book, keeping show 
paperwork, and calling all cues in performance. Also, the stage manager distributes daily 
rehearsal and performance reports and information to the production and artistic team.
List of Duties:

• Run auditions and callbacks
• Prepare show paperwork, including contact sheet, calendar, rehearsal schedule 

template, preliminary props list, scene breakdown, etc.
• Start and end rehearsals; call appropriate break times; facilitate a smooth 

rehearsal
• Distribute rehearsal schedules, costume fitting times, and other relevant information 

to the cast
• Take blocking notation and line notes
• Write and distribute daily rehearsal and performance reports for production 

staff
• Attend all production meetings and take notes
• Serve as the central communications hub for the production
• Call cues for tech rehearsals and performances

Reports to: Production Stage Manager (Meetings); Director (Rehearsal)

Assistant Stage Manager
Job Description: The Assistant Stage Manager (ASM) assists the Stage Manager in running 
rehearsals and performances, creating show paperwork, and generally managing the effective 
running of the show. Specific duties may vary depending on the needs of the show but will 
remain within the scope of stage management.
List of Duties:

• With Stage Manager, prepare show paperwork including contact sheet, calendar, 
rehearsal schedule template, preliminary props list, scene breakdown, etc.

• Facilitate smooth running of rehearsals and performances
• Track movement of props, furniture, set pieces, costume changes, etc., and create 

necessary running paperwork
• Attend all production meetings
• Supervise stagehands during tech rehearsals and performances, including providing 

running paperwork and assigning show duties
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• Perform running duties as needed; may include participating in scene changes, 
handing off props, paging or dressing curtains, etc.

Reports to: Stage Manager

Costumes/Hair/Make-Up
Costume Designer
Job Description: In keeping with the director’s concept, the Costume Designer is responsible 
for the visual appearance of the actors. These responsibilities include what is seen (clothes, 
shoes, hats, purses, canes, parasols, jewelry, wigs, makeup, etc.) as well as what isn’t (corsets, 
hoops, boning, character elements such as padded stomachs, etc.). Designs for theatrical 
costumes consist of colored sketches depicting the clothing and accessories that will be worn by 
the actor.
List of Duties:

• Attend all design and production meetings to determine the concept for the show and 
address any problems or issues that may arise

• Complete costume renderings during the design phase of production
• Provide renderings and explanations of the designs to be built to the costume shop 

manager and Cutter/Drapers
• Walk through the workday with the costume shop manager, attend all costume fittings 

and answer any questions that may arise
• Coordinate regularly with the scenic and lighting designers to make sure the 

production design is cohesive
• Create a wardrobe plot so that costumes may be checked in and out each day
• Attend all dress rehearsals to take notes on changes and alterations
• Meet with the costume shop supervisor to discuss strike. Make note of which pieces 

need to be sent to dry cleaning, which will return to stock, and coordinate the return 
of any borrowed or rented costumes.

Reports to: Director

Assistant Costume Designer
Job Description: The Assistant Costume Designer is responsible for assisting the costume 
designer in their role. Specific duties and tasks will be decided based on the abilities of the 
assistant and the needs of the show.
List of duties:

• Assist the costume designer in the design, planning and execution of costumes for the 
production

• Assist in designing hairstyles and the selection of wigs, hairpieces, mustaches, beards, 
and special makeups in the absence of a make-up designer or wig master

• Meet with the costume designer and costume shop manager to discuss strike.
• Make note of which costume pieces need to be sent to dry cleaning, which will 

return to stock, and assist in coordinating the return of any borrowed or rented 
costumes.

Reports to: Costume Designer
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Costume Shop Supervisor
Job Description: The Costume Shop Supervisor works with the costume designer to facilitate 
building, buying, pulling, and/or renting costumes for a production. Supervises all shop 
activity including the supervisions of student workers, volunteers, and required classwork in 
the costume shop. May act as a cutter/draper or stitcher as needed.
List of Duties:

• Meet with designer prior to costume design due date to determine scope of the 
design

• Analyze schedule, labor, and budget to assist in decisions concerning the viability of 
creating the design

• Handle scheduling of the shop calendar and fitting appointments
• Create deadlines for first fittings, second fittings, and costume completion as well as 

other internal deadlines to keep production on track
• Assist in allocating the show budget and track costume expenditures (may be 

performed by assistant designer if one is assigned)
• Allocate student labor to various positions in the shop (cutter/draper, stitcher, crafts, 

etc) to facilitate production
• Supervise day-to-day operations of the shop
• Maintain inventory and organization of the costume shop
• Supervise the wardrobe crew for productions 

Reports to: Production Stage Manager

Cutter/Draper
Job Description: The Cutter/Draper creates the patterns and supervises the construction of 
specific costumes as designed by Costume Designer.
List of Duties:

• Use sketch provided by Costume Designer to create costume pattern
• Determine yardage for fabric and trims for costumes
• Cut or supervise the cutting of all fabric for costume from pattern
• Delegate work to First Hands and Stitchers, managing time and resources 

effectively
• Fit costume to actor, making note of alterations and steps necessary to complete the 

costume
Reports to: Costume Shop Supervisor

Costume Properties Artisan
Job Description: The Costume Properties Artisan is responsible for special costume projects 
that fall outside the general realm of costuming, such as dyeing and painting fabric before it 
is cut and constructing shoes, accessories, millinery, jewelry, and specialty costumes such as 
animals, masks, armor, puppets, crowns and so forth. 
List of Duties:

• Meet with the costume designer to discuss research and ensure understanding of 
designs and intention
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• Discuss supply needs such as dyes, paint, and casting materials with the costume 
designer and set a budget

• Schedule fittings if necessary
• Attend all dress rehearsals with the costume designer and take notes
• Attend strike and restore all accessories to their proper places. Coordinate the return 

of any borrowed items
Reports to: Costume Shop Supervisor

1st Hand
Job Description: The 1st Hand assists in the pattern creation and construction of specific 
costumes as designed by Costume Designer.
List of Duties:

• Assist Cutter in the creation of patterns
• Cut fabric based on patterns and instructions supplied by Cutter
• Supervise Stitchers and advise on methodologies for costume construction and 

alterations
• Attend fittings to assist and take notes for Cutter
• Perform other duties relevant to the given area as assigned by Cutter 

Reports to: Cutter/Draper

Stitcher
Job Description: The Stitcher assists in creating the costumes from the costume sketches under 
the supervision of a Cutter and Shop Manager
List of Duties:

• Sew, either by machine or hand, the costumes assigned by the First Hand, Cutter or 
Shop Manager

• Perform related duties as assigned by Cutter Draper or Shop Manager 
Reports to: 1st Hand

Make-up Designer
Job Description: In keeping with the director’s concept, the Make-up Designer is responsible 
for the visual appearance of any makeup worn by the actors. The makeup designer works 
closely with the costume designer to create a look for each actor that will visually support the 
character. 
List of Duties:

• Meet with the director and costume designer about style and characterization
• Discuss makeup needs with the costume designer and set a budget
• Purchase special makeup supplies and create prosthetics as needed
• Create a makeup chart for each cast member in consultation with the costume 

designer and director and sketch design ideas for hairstyles
• Set makeup calls during the run of the show in consultation with the stage 

manager
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• Instruct the actors how to apply make-up to create the desired effect and supervise 
application of makeup during dress rehearsals

• Check makeup from the house during dress rehearsals, conferring with the director 
and costume designer making changes as needed

• Maintaining wigs, hairpieces, and prosthetics during the run of the show Reports to: 
Director

Wardrobe
Job Description: Wardrobe assists performers with dressing, make-up and hairstyling as 
directed by the costume designer.
List of Duties:
Crew Head:

• Meet with shop supervisor one week prior to dress to get crew list, costume plot, quick 
change plot, and other items needed for planning

• Attend crew view
• Working with the costume shop supervisor, assign wardrobe crew specific duties for 

the show run (preshow, performance, and post show)
• Gather notes from each dress rehearsal and performance
• Communicate to the costume shop supervisor and/or supervise making repairs 

Crew:
• Follow duties given by shop supervisor and wardrobe head to assist performers in 

readying
• Ensure all costume pieces are on the rack or other designated space, cleaned 

(as necessary) and steamed or ironed as directed by the wardrobe head and 
supervisor

• Preset all assigned costume pieces needed for off stage changes
• Preset any costumes on set that are needed
• Ensure all performers maintain the costume design as determined through 

rehearsals
• Assist with any changes and quick changes as needed through the show
• Gather all costumes left on stage or backstage post-show
• Ensure costumes are put away properly
• Gather all items to be laundered and begins washing as directed
• Ensure all dressing areas and backstage change areas are clean and orderly

Reports to: Costume Shop Supervisor

Wig Master
Job Description: The Wig Master creates wigs and hairstyles for productions within the 
guidelines set by the Costume Designer.
List of Duties:

• Discuss hair and specialty supply needs with costume designer and set a 
budget
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• Pull, purchase, alter or manufacture all wigs, hair styles and facial hair as designed by 
the Costume Designer

• Facilitate or perform haircuts and specialty hair processes as necessary for the 
production such as coloring and permanent waves

• Supervise a crew of hair assistants as necessary
• Create hair maintenance schedule for wig washing and re-sets
• Clean and properly store wigs at the end of the run 

Reports to: Wig Designer

Lighting
Lighting Designer
Job Description: In keeping with the director’s concept, the Lighting Designer is responsible 
for the conceptualization, drafting, installation, and operation of the lighting and special 
electrical effects used in the production.
List of Duties:

• Meet all deadlines as established by the design and production schedule
• Generate necessary paperwork throughout design process to effectively communicate 

lighting choices
• Supervise programming of all lighting cues to implement design throughout design 

process
• Attend and participate in all Design and Production Meetings
• Attend all technical rehearsals, including Paper Tech Reports to: Director

Assistant Lighting Designer
Job Description: The Assistant Lighting Designer is responsible for assisting the lighting 
designer in their role. Specific duties and tasks will be decided based on the abilities of the 
assistant and the needs of the show.
List of Duties:

• Attend all design and production meetings
• Attend all technical rehearsals
• Assist with all responsibilities assigned to Lighting Designer Reports to: Lighting 

Designer

Master Electrician
Job Description: The Master Electrician is responsible for the overall implementation of the 
lighting design. Maintain quality control for all fixtures and equipment purchased, modified, or 
repaired.
List of Duties:

• Supervise the lighting hang and focus of all instruments and equipment for a 
production

• Ensure all instruments are hung and circuited according to the light plot
• Ensure all circuits are programmed according to the supplied paperwork
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• Ensure any atmospherics, gobos, gels, or other accessories are installed as 
directed

Reports to: Technical Director

Electrician
Job Description: The Electrician is responsible for the execution of light plot for a production.
List of Duties:

• Assist with the hang, circuiting, and focus of a light plot
• Patch and program light board in preparation for focus and cuing
• Maintain the safety, cleanliness, and operation of the electrics space, tools, and 

equipment
• Attend work calls as directed 

Reports to: Master Electrician

Light Board Operator
Job Description: The Light Board Operator is responsible for executing all light cues as called 
by the Stage Manager.
List of Duties:

• Run light board for tech rehearsals under the direction of the Lighting 
Designer

• Program light cues into the board – will be trained in basic board 
functionality

• Troubleshoot problems with lighting instruments and other lighting equipment as 
needed

• Operate light board for performances under the direction of the Stage Manager 
Reports to: Stage Manager

Scenic
Scenic Designer
Job Description: In keeping with the director’s concept, the Scenic Designer is responsible for 
the visual appearance and function of the scenic elements used in the production. This includes 
the processes of conceptualization, drafting, installation, and operation of the artificial stage 
environment.
List of Duties:

• Meet all deadlines as established by the design and production schedule
• Generate necessary paperwork and other documentation to effectively communicate 

aesthetic choices and any information pertinent to design realization
• Attend and participate in all Design and Production Meetings
• Plan all scene changes and set dressing from an aesthetic point of view
• Attend all technical rehearsals Reports to: Director
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Assistant Scenic Designer
Job Description: The Assistant Scenic Designer is responsible for assisting the scenic designer 
in their role. Specific duties and tasks will be decided based on the abilities of the assistant and 
the needs of the show.
List of Duties:

• Attend all design and production meetings
• Attend all technical rehearsals
• Assist with all responsibilities assigned to Scene Designer Reports to: Scenic 

Designer

Props Manager
Job Description: The Props Manager is responsible for building, buying, pulling, renting, or 
otherwise acquiring all properties needed for a production.
List of Duties:

• Establish and maintain a props list based on the script and discussion with the 
Director, Scenic Designer, and Stage Manager

• Verify all build projects are completed to the Scenic Designer’s written or verbal 
specifications and approved by the director

• Manage the safety, cleanliness, and operation of the prop shop space, tools, and 
equipment

Reports to: Scenic Designer

Props Artisan
Job Description: The Props Artisan is responsible for the execution of the creation, 
construction, modification, repair, painting, and/or finishing of various props as assigned.
List of Duties:

• Interpret and understand sketches, photos, video, or other media samples for 
assigned projects

• Research styles and/or techniques
• Complete all assigned projects to the established expectations
• Maintain the safety, cleanliness, and operation of the props shop space, tools, and 

equipment
Reports to: Props Manager

Scenic Charge Artist
Job Description: The Scenic Charge Artist is responsible for the scenic application of texture, 
three- dimensional sculpting, and scenery painting for the production. Coordinates with Scenic 
Designer on techniques used.
List of Duties:

• Supervise the daily operation of the scenic artists
• Generate samples for each technique to be used and meet with the Scenic Designer 

regularly for approval of each sample
• Generate paint recipes for necessary colors and samples for each technique
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• Verify that all projects are completed accurately to the provided paint 
elevations

• Manage the safety, cleanliness, and operation of the paint shop space, tools, and 
equipment

Reports to: Scenic Designer

Scenic Artist
Job Description: The Scenic Artist is responsible for painting and finishing of all scenic 
elements for assigned projects.
List of Duties:

• Understand samples for each technique to be used and follow direction of the Scenic 
Charge Artist

• Mix and match paint to recipes created by the Scenic Charge Artist to specified 
quantities

• Complete all assigned projects accurately based on provided samples and 
drawings

• Maintain the safety, cleanliness, and operation of the paint shop space, tools, and 
equipment

Reports to: Scenic Charge Artist

Scene Shop Supervisor
Job Description: The Scene Shop Supervisor manages the overall technical production 
operations within the department; oversees all shop activity including the supervision of 
student workers, volunteers, and required classwork in the scene shop.
List of Duties:

• Operate, maintain and safeguard the technical assets of the theatre and Scene Shop, 
including supervising the use of lighting, sound, communications equipment, and the 
use and maintenance of the stage facility

• Assist in the construction, placement, and rigging of all scenery and equipment for 
departmental productions

• Allocate student labor to various projects within the shop as needed by the 
department

• Enforce safety rules and supervise students when operating shop tools and 
equipment

Reports to: Technical Director

Master Carpenter
Job Description: The Master Carpenter is responsible for the overall construction, mounting, 
and rigging of the scenery; maintains quality control for all scenic elements built, modified, or 
repaired within the scene shop.
List of Duties:

• Supervise the daily operation of the scenic carpenters
• Verify that all projects are built accurately to the provided drawings and ensure the 

integrity of each unit
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• Assist with managing the safety, cleanliness, and operation of the scene shop space, 
tools, and equipment

• Assist Technical Direction and Head Carpenter with operation of load-ins and 
strike

Reports to: Technical Director

Scenic Carpenter
Job Description: The Scenic Carpenter is responsible for the construction, repair, or 
modification of scenic elements.
List of Duties:

• Cut, shape or carve materials and assemble scenery as drafted
• Assist with handling ropes, wires, or other rigging
• Assist with carpentry-related theatre building repairs or renovations and new 

construction
Reports to: Master Carpenter

Sound and Projection
Sound Designer
Job Description: In keeping with the director’s concept, the Sound Designer is responsible for 
the design and execution of all sound, including music and sound effects, and the total aural 
environment of the theatre production.
List of Duties:

• Select, record, alter, mix, and export any foleys, show music, scene change, or other 
auditory effects needed

• Attend all design and production meetings
• Attend all technical rehearsals
• Generate and distribute all necessary paperwork including cue sheets and sound 

plots
Reports to: Director

Assistant Sound Designer
Job Description: The Assistant Sound Designer is responsible for assisting the sound designer 
in their role. Specific duties and tasks will be decided based on the abilities of the assistant and 
the needs of the show.
List of Duties:

• Attend all design and production meetings
• Attend all technical rehearsals
• Assist with all responsibilities assigned to Sound Designer Reports to: Sound 

Designer
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Sound Board Operator
Job Description: The Sound Board Operator is responsible for executing all sound cues as 
called by the Stage Manager. Training of the sound board op will normally occur prior to the 
beginning of technical rehearsal.
List of Duties:

• Operate the sound board for tech rehearsals and performances
• Troubleshoot sound equipment as needed Reports to: Stage Manager

Projection/Media Designer
Job Description: In keeping with the director’s concept, the Projection/Media Designer is 
responsible for “the use of image as a means of enlightening or complementing the text of the 
production.” (United Scenic Artist’s Union Local 829)
List of Duties:

• Meet all deadlines as established by the design and production schedule
• Generate necessary paperwork to effectively convey choices and realize the 

design
• Write/program all projection cues
• Attend and participate in all Design and Production Meetings
• Attend all technical rehearsal 

Reports to: Director

Assistant Projection/Media Designer
Job Description: The Assistant Projection/Media Designer is responsible for assisting the 
projection/media designer in their role. Specific duties and tasks will be decided based on the 
abilities of the assistant and the needs of the show.
List of Duties:

• Attend all design and production meetings
• Attend all technical rehearsals
• Assist with all responsibilities assigned to Projection/Media Designer Reports to: 

Projection/Media Designer

Choreography/Musicals
Choreographer
Job Description: In keeping with the director’s concept, the Choreographer creates original 
dance movements and routines for performances and productions. They also develop different 
interpretations of existing dances for an individual dancer or group of dancers (chorus).
List of Duties:

• Create dance routines that work with the music and lyrics of a production or 
performance

• Collaborate with the director to interpret each song to create dance sequences that 
support the storytelling and interpretation

• Develop movement sequences to aid in transitions where needed
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• Assign and train a Dance Captain
• Attend rehearsals of Dancers and cast members and ensure accuracy and 

consistency
Reports to: Director

Dance Captain
Job Description: The Dance Captain is a member of the acting company responsible for 
overseeing and maintaining the artistic standards of all choreography and musical staging 
during rehearsals and performances; this position may be filled by the Fight and/or Intimacy 
Captain.
List of Duties:

• Observe all choreography rehearsals
• Take and review detailed choreography notes
• Meet with Choreographer to fully understand the steps of each dance
• Set any extra rehearsal times
• Ensure all members of the ensemble perform choreography correctly and in 

sync
• Ensure and maintain the original intention and steps of all choreography
• Demonstrate areas of the choreography for the rest of the ensemble when 

needed
Reports to: Choreographer (Rehearsal); Stage Manager (Run)

Fight Choreographer
Job Description: In keeping with the director’s concept, the Fight Choreographer plans, 
choreographs, and oversees all fight sequences, combat, or other elements of simulated 
violence for live performance, in collaboration with the director and with equal attention to 
actor safety and creative storytelling.
List of Duties:

• Safely plan, choreograph, and rehearse combat with actors
• Participate in key rehearsals (designer run, dress rehearsals, etc.) at director’s 

discretion
• Work with Stage Management to properly document all choreography to ensure safety 

and consistency
• Assign and train a Fight Captain
• Determine and acquire any necessary prop weapons/firearms
• Instruct actors in safe use of all prop weapons/firearms
• Communicate and train Stage Management in prop weapon safety and protocols 

Reports to: Director

Fight Captain
Job Description: The Fight Captain is a member of the acting ensemble in charge 
of maintaining the original design of the Fight Director during dress rehearsals and 
performances; this position may also be filled by the Intimacy and/or Dance Captain position.
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List of Duties:
• Observe all stage combat rehearsals
• Work with Fight Director and Stage Management to fully understand the steps of each 

fight sequence
• Take and review detailed notes on all fight choreography
• Uphold all safety protocols
• Ensure and maintain the original intention and steps of all fight 

choreography
• Conduct fight calls for each dress rehearsal and performance Reports to: Fight 

Choreographer (Rehearsal); Stage Manager (Run)

Intimacy Choreographer
Job Description: In keeping with the director’s concept, the Intimacy Choreographer works 
with the actors and director to safely choregraph all elements of staged intimacy, including 
kissing, simulated sex, nudity, and sexual violence.
List of Duties:

• Work with Stage Management to clearly communicate intimacy expectations on 
audition form

• Ensure and reinforce a culture of consent and communication
• Guide actors in all steps of the process: consent, boundary setting, discussion, 

choreography, rehearsal, and de-roling
• Set boundary tools and placeholders for the ensemble at the start of the rehearsal 

process
• Collaborate with actors on all choreography to respect personal boundaries and 

uphold the story
• Participate in key rehearsals (designer run, dress rehearsals, etc.) at director’s 

discretion
• Assign and train an Intimacy Captain
• Work with Stage Management to properly document all choreography to ensure safety 

and consistency
Reports to: Director

Intimacy Captain
Job Description: The Intimacy Captain is a member of the acting ensemble in charge of 
maintaining the original design of the Intimacy Choreographer during dress rehearsals and 
performances; this position may also be filled by the Fight and/or Dance Captain position.
List of Duties:

• Observe all intimacy choreography rehearsals
• Work with Intimacy Choreographer and Stage Management to fully understand the 

steps of each intimate sequence
• Take and review detailed notes on all choreography
• Uphold a consent-forward process
• Invite regular check-ins/check-outs and boundary updates
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• Ensure and maintain the original intention and steps of all intimacy 
choreography

• Conduct intimacy calls for each dress rehearsal and performance, using placeholders 
where necessary

Reports to: Intimacy Choreographer (Rehearsal); Stage Manager (Run)

Dialect/Voice Coach
Job Description: The Dialect/Voice Coach is responsible for coaching the actors to employ 
professional voice and dialect work safely and sustainably, in conjunction with the director and 
the vocal needs of specific plays, productions, and/or characters.
List of Duties:

• Work with director to determine dialect needs for each character
• Research the specifics of each required dialect to help actors embody vocal work with 

authenticity and respect
• Work with actors to ensure their vocal work is audible and intelligible
• Provide both coaching and resources to actors to use in rehearsal and outside 

homework
• Work with actors to develop safe, sustainable, and repeatable vocal work
• Help actors create strategies for good vocal hygiene and health
• Attend rehearsals and provide dialect notes as needed Reports to: Director

Musical Director
Job Description: The Musical Director schedules and oversees separate music rehearsals for 
the cast and orchestra. Whether working with instrumentalists or singers, the music director 
strives to shape and blend their sound, create a shared sense of ensemble, and develop a 
unique musical interpretation. Once the production opens, the music director’s duties include 
leading warm-ups before each show, conducting the orchestra in performance, and holding 
occasional rehearsals to maintain consistency and incorporate notes from the stage manager.
List of Duties:

• Attend creative team meetings with the director and choreographer to develop the 
overall vision of the show

• Participate in auditions, evaluate the vocal abilities of all auditionees and offer 
suggestions on which individual might be best suited to each role based on vocal 
performance

• Teach music to the cast and musicians
• Play piano for rehearsals
• Lead regular warm-ups with the cast and musicians before shows
• Serve as the conductor during live performances, directing the orchestra, if conductor 

is unavailable
Reports to: Director (Rehearsal); Stage Manager (Run)

Conductor
Job Description: The Conductor conducts the orchestra for a musical.
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List of Duties:
• Contract musicians
• Coordinate and run orchestra rehearsals
• Attend tech rehearsals and production meetings
• Coordinate performance call times with musicians
• Conduct orchestra for tech/dress rehearsals and performances Reports to: Musical 

Director (Rehearsal); Stage Manager (Run)

Front of House/Publicity/Marketing
Publicity and Marketing Assistant
Job Description: The Publicity and Marketing Assistant assists the Producer with publicizing 
the department productions and events.
List of Duties:

• Assist in creating artwork, social media posts, press releases, and other 
communication items

• Assist in building show ticket pages at the beginning of the year for the 
season.

• Assist in scheduling publicity photo calls and interviews
• Contact area organizations about tour opportunities
• Gather materials for show program and website Reports to: Producer

House Manager
Job Description: The House Manager coordinates and oversees all front-of-house duties.
List of Duties:

• Supervise ushers
• Coordinate opening and closing house with Stage Management at top of show and 

Intermission
• Greet patrons; solve any patron issues involving seating, health and safety, alternate 

seating needs
• Assist patrons with questions, problems, and special needs
• Facilitate late seating
• Assist building shutdown after performance Reports to: Producer (Tech); Stage 

Manager (Run)

Ticket Office Manager
Job Description: The Ticket Office Manager is a customer service position that operates the 
ticket office for productions. May work day shifts taking and processing orders or may work 
only prior to performances.
List of Duties:

• Take and process ticket orders from online ticketing service
• Take payment and process and/or offer change for ticket purchasers Reports to: 

Producer
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Tour Manager
Job Description: The Tour Manager works with the producer as a liaison to destinations for 
shows that tour.
List of Duties:

• Assist producer and marketing assistant in contacting potential destinations and 
scheduling performances

• Work with stage management to determine travel times, call times for cast.
• Communicate arrival times, performance times and logistics with the venues, 

including available space and determining load in/load out locations.
• Scout and visit locations prior to tour beginning, with enough time to allow for 

technical changes/modifications
• Travel with cast during tour. Liaison with venue personnel and troubleshoot as 

needed.
Reports to: Producer
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Production Timeline for Theatre
Below is a detailed list of all major deadlines for production (may vary slightly by production, 
but any alterations to the schedule should be set and communicated prior to meetings). During 
the Design phase, meetings will normally be held on Thursdays at 4:15, unless another time is 
decided on by the full team.

Conceptual phase
Week 0-4

Conceptualizing: Director completes dramaturgical research to develop concept.

• All designers and SM have been assigned by Producer; updated Production 
Structure Chart distributed

• Determine any positions (such as student assistants) that might be assigned 
following casting

• Electronic or paper scripts distributed
• Director/Producer check-in on concept and potential approaches
• Marketing team meets to confirm all artwork (print, social media, and ticket 

site) has been developed and confirm social media plan calendar

Week 4
Concept/first meeting: Director presents concept/interpretation of the script, gives 
direction for the design and production approach.

• First meeting of full artistic team
• All members of the design team have read the script and begun initial script 

analysis
• General Discussion of show: (themes, visual components, important ideas 

to communicate to the audience), initial thoughts from designers and/or 
questions about details moving forward

• Discussion of design deadlines
• Check KCACTF entry status
• Quick run through of communication methods for those new to 

Basecamp

Design phase
Week 5

Design response: Designers present research and ideas in reaction to the initial concept 
meeting.

• Organized and specific research and ideas from concept meeting from all 
designers to support the director’s vision

• After this meeting, some items and pictures may be shared via Basecamp 
or other means for comment from director and other designers to enhance 
discussion or ideas from the meeting.

• Over next two weeks: ad hoc meetings with director in each design 
area 
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Week 7
First drafts: Initial ideas are communicated by the design team to discuss with the 
artistic team. Director response on how to move forward.

• Rough Sketches of principal costumes, major scenic pieces, or other visual 
designer’s ideas

• Pictures and more focused research are provided to represent details not in 
sketches or if there are multiple approaches a designer is considering

• Initial cue lists from sound designer and lighting designer
• Director, TD, Shop managers, and each designer agree on the best means 

of communicating the final designs (model and or renderings, full costume 
renderings, or renderings for some and research boards for pulled/shopped 
costumes, etc)

• By end of meeting, all designers and director are on the same page for how to 
proceed.

• Over next week: designers and director communicate as needed to confirm 
details for second drafts

• Prior to next meeting: designers check-in with shops to discuss time, labor, and 
cost concerning scope and needs of preliminary designs.

Week 8
Second drafts: Refined designs sketches, renderings, and drawings based on previous 
meeting.

• Sketches with indication of color for scenic and costumes. Potential solutions 
and approaches to anticipated challenges within the show. Preliminary 
costume plot due.

Week 9
Preliminary designs: Near-completed designs are presented and discussed. Director 
approval of prelim designs.
From Scenic

 ¤ Sketches and Renderings
 ¤ Research images
 ¤ Preliminary Ground plan
 ¤ Rough elevations with details indicated either visually or through 

notes
From Costumes

 ¤ Sketches with color of all build costumes
 ¤ Research images
 ¤ Detailed costume plot

From Lighting

 ¤ Nonstandard Lighting needs
 ¤ Atmospherics
 ¤ Special Orders or Rentals
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From Sound

 ¤ Preliminary list concerning speakers, mics, and amplification
 ¤ Special Orders or Rentals

From Projection

 ¤ List of all equipment needed
 ¤ Special Orders or Rentals

From Props

 ¤ Preliminary Prop List
 ¤ Initial Pull/Build/Buy items

Week 10
Cost Estimates Due: Departments report budget and build estimates.

 ¤ Based on this report, design revisions discussed if needed
 ¤ Director approval of planned revisions
 ¤ Determine stand-in rehearsal items to be provided
 ¤ Set goals for providing rehearsal items based on projected build schedule 

and rehearsal needs
 ¤ Designers begin to finalize representation of the design for shops and 

director
 ¤ Prior to final approval: finalize build schedules for all technical 

areas
 ¤ Schedule Saturday work calls

Week 11
Design revisions (if needed) 

Week 12
Final Approval and First Production Meeting.

Production meetings are held weekly on Tuesday at 4:15 in Room 334. The meeting 
time may be changed if necessary and agreed to by full production team. In attendance: 
Director, Stage Management Team, all designers and assistants, etc. For a musical, also 
include the Musical Director and/or Conductor.

• Director approval of final designs
 ¤ Any issues or changes must be brought up and discussed with director/

designer prior to this date
 ¤ From Scenic
 ¤ Finalized Ground plan
 ¤ Front and side elevations
 ¤ All Design details
 ¤ Operations of all scenic elements
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 ¤ Paint Elevations
From Costumes

 ¤ Full Color Renderings with Swatches
 ¤ Detailed Costume Plots
 ¤ Pull/Build/Buy list

From Lighting

 ¤ Completed Light Plot (may revise after Designer run)
 ¤ Rough Cue List
 ¤ Finalized Special Orders and Rentals

From Sound

 ¤ Preliminary Pre/Post show music
 ¤ Finalized sound plot (speakers, mics, and amplification)
 ¤ Final approval of any choreographed cues
 ¤ Finalized Special Orders and Rentals

From Projection

 ¤ Completed projection storyboard, notes, and images
From Props

 ¤ Working props list
 ¤ Updated Pull/Build/Buy list

All crew positions assigned from Producer/Production Stage Manager.

 ¤ Production assignment Google doc completed.

Agenda Items
The following items are to be on the agenda for the first production meeting.

Overview of schedules
• Rough rehearsal schedule
• Build schedules for all technical areas
• Paint schedule
• Set on Stage Date
• Hang and focus schedule

Calendar items to decide
• Design show and tell
• Designer Run
• Tech schedule with preliminary call times
• Crew View
• Tech Prep
• Paper Tech
• Dry Tech
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• Q2Q
• Sitzprobe and other musical rehearsals
• Stage availability, including time to paint the stage if needed
• Rehearsal will temporarily move to Studio Theatre
• Schedule Saturday Work Call(s)
• Rehearsal space prep (tape stage, pull rehearsal cubes, rehearsal props, etc.)
• Add/Drop Deadline for Props
• Rehearsal Items Due
• Props
• Costume
• Scenic
• Sound
• Publicity Photo Call
• Photo call 

Week 12-14 
Build prep

• Material ordered, finalized working drawings, build calendar finalized
• Stage Management prep time – PSM will schedule work hours with SM 

team

Build and Rehearsal phase
Build/rehearsal deadlines –See “Major Types of Rehearsals” following this calendar for 
rehearsal descriptions, attendance expectations, and requirements
5-6 weeks prior to tech: First week of Rehearsal

• Rehearsals Begin
• Design Show and Tell
• Bios and headshots due at end of first week of rehearsal
• Rehearsal props pulled
• SM, tech, and designers work to pull appropriate rehearsal props to use for 

rehearsal
The exact schedule for the items below varies by show and will be decided at the first 
production meeting:

• Designer run
• After designer run: second Director/Producer check-in; PSM/SM 

attend
• Props add/drop deadline
• Floor paint
• Rehearsal will move temporarily to Studio Theatre. 

3 weeks prior to tech:

• Rehearsal costumes pulled
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• Agreed upon specialty costume pieces ready for actors (corsets, skirts, dance 
shoes, etc.)

• First draft of program distributed to Director, SM, PSM, TD, Costume Shop 
Supervisor, and other relevant areas for corrections or additions

2 weeks prior to tech:

• Light hang begins
• Program second draft 1 week prior to tech:
• Saturday before tech:
• Set on Stage
• Full set on stage for final week of rehearsal before tech; may have minor notes 

left
• Monday prior to tech:
• Program final draft
• Monday-Friday prior to tech:
• Lighting focus and cueing for lights and sound
• Tuesday or Wednesday prior to tech:
• Publicity photos
• 3-4 characters from the show
• Negotiated between director, producer, and costume designer
• Full costume and make-up for performers
• Normally 3 poses. Lighting focus does not have to be complete
• Wednesday or Thursday prior to tech:
• Paper Tech: SM, director, lighting, sound, and other designers as needed, place 

all cues in script and determine general timing
• Thursday prior to tech:
• Crew view and orientation. All backstage crew required to attend. Friday before 

opening
• Tech prep during day; all communication in place for backstage, checklist 

complete (link to doc); Friday evening off

Saturday of Tech Week
• Dry Tech/Shift rehearsal if needed
• ASM give crew assignments and paperwork
• Q2Q

Sunday of Tech Week
• Afternoon reserved to finish Q2Q (as needed)
• Evening: Tech Dress 

Monday before opening
• Dark

 Tuesday
• First Dress 

Wednesday before opening
• Second Dress 

Thursday before opening
• Final Dress 
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Friday 
• Opening 7:30 PM Curtain 

Saturday 
• Second performance 7:30 PM Curtain 

Sunday 
• Third Performance 2:30 PM Curtain
• May have Archival photo call post performance

Monday
• Final Performance 7:30 PM Curtain
• Strike immediately following performance
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Major Types of Rehearsals
(Definitions adapted from the University of Georgia Department of Theatre and Film Studies 
Handbook; 41st Edition, 2021-2022)
For all rehearsals: Prior to tech week, rehearsals are normally Monday – Friday from 6:30pm- 
10:00pm. Hard out by 11:00 PM unless approved by producer.

Design Show and Tell: Normally at the first or second rehearsal of a show, designers 
present costumes, scenery, sound, lighting, and other designs specific to the show 
(puppets, projections, etc.). In attendance: actors, director, designers.
Designer Run: date will be scheduled during the first production meeting; allows time 
for director to rough block the show and the lighting designer to complete the plot. After 
the director has rough-blocked the show, designers view a run of the blocking to see how 
the space will be used, help anticipate any problem areas, and offer solutions in areas 
of lighting, sound, scenery, costumes, and media. In attendance: PSM, actors, director, 
designers, technical director, stage manager.
Sitzprobe (musicals only): date will be scheduled during first production meeting; prior 
to tech week, the cast is introduced to the full orchestra. This is a sing-through of the show 
will full orchestra; no blocking or choreography. Scenes that do not contain orchestral 
support may be skipped. In attendance: actors, director, music director, conductor.
Crew View and Orientation: date will be scheduled during the first production meeting; 
at a rehearsal before tech begins, the full production run crew (scenery, costumes, lights, 
sound, etc) is introduced to the cast and production team. A full run-through of the 
production is shown for the crew and production team. Crew will also meet with Stage 
Management team for introductions and expectations. In attendance: PSM, actors, 
director, design team, technical director, all crew members, and any faculty overseeing 
student director or designers.
Paper Tech: date will be scheduled during the first production meeting; all light, sound, 
media, and scenery cues are placed in the script and general timing is determined. In 
attendance: director, stage manager, lighting and sound designers, other designers as 
needed.
Dry Tech: for productions with complicated shifts, such as musicals, a dry tech rehearsal 
may be scheduled before tech week begins. From this point on, run crew is required at 
rehearsal. In attendance: director, stage manager, run crew, technical director, any actors 
helping with scene changes, board ops as needed to coordinate changes with lights and 
sound.
Cue-to-Cue (Q2Q ): Generally, the Saturday before opening. Rehearsal will move from 
one major cue (lights, sounds, scenery shift, etc) to the next, skipping internal text where 
cues are not placed. Notes for lighting, scenery, sound, and media will be given during 
Q2Q, with decisions on whether to fix in the moment or address later, as needed. In 
attendance: entire production team.
Tech Dress: date will be scheduled during the first production meeting; all costumes 
completed. No wigs/make-up. Tech run of show with all quick changes working. Director 
gives lighting, scenic, and costume notes in production meeting following show. In 
attendance: entire production team, including any faculty overseeing student director or 
designers.
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Dark: One day during Tech Week; no rehearsal. No actors or production team members 
called.
First Dress Rehearsal: Three days before opening. Show conditions as much as possible 
although GO time may be earlier than normal to allow time for notes and meetings after 
the run. Any remaining hairstyles/wigs and make-up are integrated into the production. 
Director gives lighting, scenic, and costume notes in production meeting following show. 
In attendance: entire production
team, including any faculty overseeing student director or designers. Director gives cast 
notes (normally in studio theatre).
Second Dress Rehearsal: Two days before opening. Show conditions as much as possible. 
This is the last chance to stop the run-through to work any technical problems. Director 
gives lighting, scenic, and costume notes in production meeting following show. In 
attendance: same as above. Director gives cast notes (normally in studio theatre).
Final Dress Rehearsal: the day before the production opens; rehearsal runs under show 
conditions. Show is “locked” at this rehearsal. No major notes or changes allowed after 
this rehearsal. In attendance: same as above, with the addition of the House Manager. 
Director gives cast notes (normally in studio theatre).
Archival Photo Call: Usually before curtain of the Sunday matinee performance; 
predetermined looks chosen by director and designers. Producer will schedule campus 
photographer in advance.
Opening and Run: the production opens and runs (usually) four performances; celebrate 
another wonderful show! Angel reception following performance; all cast and crew 
invited.
Strike: usually immediately following the final performance; the entire company will 
help to strike all technical aspects of the production, including costumes, scenery, 
lights, sound, media, and props. Unless otherwise excused by the producer, strike is the 
responsibility of every member of the production. Strike is supervised by the technical 
director and costume shop supervisor. In attendance: all cast and crew members, as well 
as ALL other Theatre Majors.
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Production Policies and Conduct
All students, faculty, and staff are expected to behave professionally on all productions and 
projects. These polices reflect an appreciation for professional craftsmanship, a deep respect 
for collaboration, and a dedication to the work and to the audience. Not only do they indicate 
a team member’s level of artistry and professionalism, but they also foster the art and craft of 
making theatre. While all theatre is a collaborative effort, some policies and expectations are 
unique to each area.

Conduct for Actors
Performing in a production is a major commitment. When an actor accepts a role, there is an 
understanding that they will fully commit to the demands of the work. This means prioritizing 
rehearsal, giving ample notice of schedule needs, and minimizing any scheduling conflicts for 
the duration of the process. When an actor is cast, they will be notified via email, and a cast list 
will be posted on the Call Board. Actors must initial the list on the Call Board to accept their 
role and pick up a script from the Department Administrative Assistant.

• Acting Notes – The director is the only member of the production or creative team 
who should ever give acting notes. Actors should not give notes to other actors. Actors 
should not take acting notes from anyone other than the director.

• Taking Notes – It is expected that all actors will take notes at every stage of the 
rehearsal process, including writing down all table work, character notes, blocking, 
and rehearsal notes. Actors are expected to take and apply all notes from the 
director with a constructive and positive outlook and have changes ready by the next 
rehearsal.

• Responsibility to Ensemble – Theatre is a group activity. Each actor should do their 
best to be at every rehearsal, work call, or performance, and to arrive on time and 
prepared to work. Deadlines regarding memorization and other important elements 
of rehearsal must be met. Responsibility to the ensemble also means that each actor 
commits to prioritizing personal health and hygiene, as well as contributing to a 
creative process that upholds and protects risk-taking, respects boundaries, and 
promotes a culture of consent in all steps of the rehearsal process.

• Communication – Actors are expected to check their JSU email every day to receive 
important information regarding rehearsals schedules, director’s notes, fittings, 
publicity requirements, and other production related needs and deadlines. Actors 
must respond to all communication in a timely and professional manner.

Costume Rules

General Shop Rules
All students are expected to follow the shop safety rules as outlined in the Shop guidelines.
At the end of all shifts or courses in the costume shop or dressing rooms, students are expected 
to clean up their work areas. This includes putting all tools, pattern or costume pieces, or other 
items in their proper storage space. If there is any uncertainty as to where something belongs, 
please ask.

Fittings
Fittings are scheduled through stage management; production fittings are often scheduled 
back- to-back. It is the actor’s responsibility to meet all scheduled fittings, be punctual, wear 
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appropriate undergarments, and practice good personal hygiene prior to arrival. If an actor is 
going to be more
than five minutes late or miss a scheduled fitting, they MUST contact the shop (via GroupMe, 
email, or by calling the Costume Shop Supervisor) and stage management in order to 
determine if the fitting needs to be rescheduled.
Costume fittings can be a vulnerable time for performers. During fittings, only authorized 
personnel are to be present. Normally, this includes the costume designer, cutter/draper, 
notetaker, and assistants authorized by the Costume Shop Supervisor. Directors or other 
artistic personnel may be invited to attend fittings in special situations.
Often fitting pictures are required to show the director or other personnel involved with the 
production. Before pictures are taken, the performer is to be informed to ensure they consent 
to the photo.

Dressing Room Conduct
Remember that the costume designer is responsible for all decisions regarding costume, make- 
up, and hair. Actors should never alter the look of their costume, make-up, or hair without 
prior approval of the designer. The wardrobe crew is responsible for ensuring that the design 
appears onstage. If actors have questions, they should notify the wardrobe crew, who will 
communicate with the designer to find the answer.

• No pictures are allowed to be taken in the dressing rooms during preshow or during 
performance.

• No posting of any pictures or videos without the consent of all cast and crew members 
present

• Always neatly hang up and return all items to their assigned places
• Change out of costume before greeting guests in the lobby

Performers in Production
When an actor is cast in a production, the shop will need to take a full set of measurements. 
Following the directions on the casting notice, make an appointment to get measurements 
taken. Please help ensure the accuracy of measurements by not wearing bulky clothing, sports 
bras, or other body altering items. Also, at this meeting, please notify the shop of any allergies 
to fabric, detergents, or metals.

• Once cast, actors should not alter their appearance (including hair length, hair color, 
facial hair, etc.) without consulting the costume designer.

• Actors are required to supply their own basic make-up kit for performances. Make-up 
cannot be shared between performers.

• No food or drink (other than water) will be allowed in the dressing room or backstage 
areas.

• No perfumes are to be worn by actors in costume.
• No cell phones in costume pockets.
• Before any dress rehearsal, fitting, or performance in costume, actors should practice 

good hygiene, showering regularly, using mouthwash, etc.
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• Smoking/vaping is not allowed in costume or around others in costume. Smoking/
vaping is only allowed in designated areas.

• Do not remove costumes from the building, even if the items belong to the 
actor.

Social Media Etiquette
At several points in the production process, production members may be asked to contribute to 
Publicity efforts through social media. In addition to the department Digital Media Policy
outlined in Section 1 of this handbook, each member of the production should be thoughtful 
and considerate when posting on social media and consider the following:

• Be sure to help advertise by sharing posts and tagging the Department: 
#JSUTHFLM

• No posting of videos taken during rehearsal without approval of the director and 
Department Head.

• No posting or sharing of pictures taken in incomplete costumes without designer 
approval

• No spoilers

Backstage Policies
Everyone in the production should observe backstage courtesy and comport themselves in 
strict compliance with the rules and regulations of the Department of Theatre and Film:

• If it’s not yours, don’t touch it.
• If you haven’t been trained on it, don’t do it.
• Fire exits must remain unobstructed at all times.
• Prop Weapons will be handled only by those assigned.
• No food or beverages allowed onstage. Only closeable bottled water allowed and kept 

backstage or in hallway.
• No personal items on the set or props table.
• No open-toed shoes (i.e. sandals, flip-flops, crocs) or high heeled shoes. Soft-soled 

shoes only.
• No horseplay, unruly behavior, or pranks allowed.
• No public display of affection (PDA). This includes hugging, kissing, sitting on laps, 

etc.
• No handling, playing, sitting, or lying on sets or props.
• No damaging or abusing props or set. Report accidents to Stage Manager, Assistant 

Stage Manager, or Deck Chief.
• Cell phone use backstage should not be a distraction or disruption; lights should be 

dimmed, and sound turned off; no cell phones on stage.
• No distracting actors or crew during rehearsal or performances.
• No roaming. Everyone involved should stay in their area of responsibility unless 

solving an issue or dismissed for a break.
• During intermission of a performance, complete all assigned tasks before taking a 

break.
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• Quiet backstage. Talking during a performance should be kept to a minimum and 
should pertain to the production only.

• Trading of assigned tasks is not allowed without Stage Manager’s approval.
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Film Production Policies
In 2020, the JSU Department of Theatre and Film officially added a major in Film. Since that 
time, it has quickly grown into a successful and exciting program.
As the new Film major grows and develops, new policies and updates will be added to this 
section of the handbook with each new edition. Updated policies regarding the Longleaf Code 
of Conduct, Longleaf Lounge, and expectations regarding Department Film Productions are 
forthcoming and will be included in the next edition of the handbook.
Longleaf Building – new policy regarding the building is forthcoming.
Longleaf Studio is owned by Jacksonville State University and houses the tallest green screen 
production studio in Alabama.

Expectations Regarding Department Film Productions
All Film majors are encouraged to assist fellow students with projection throughout the year. 
Working with peers is an excellent way to gain experience by experimenting with different 
elements of the film process.
All Film majors are required to participate in a meaningful way to the Department Film in 
the preproduction, production, and/or postproduction phases of the project. Participation 
may involve being trained in and completing the duties as a crew member or crew head on 
the shoot, assisting with preproduction duties, or completing postproduction portions of the 
project.
Assignments will be made based on student experience, student needs, and needs of the film.

Film Production Positions and Duties
(Descriptions from wrapbook.com)

Above-the-Line Crew
• Director
• Producer
• Principal Cast
• Casting Director

Below-the-Line Crew
• AD Department
• Art Department
• Camera Department
• Electric Department
• Grip Department
• Hair & Make-Up Departments
• Wardrobe Department
• Sound Department
• Craft Service & Catering Departments
• Stunts Department
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• VFX Department
• Production Department

Above-the-Line Crew
Above the line crew members are those who carry the most creative or financial responsibility 
for a given project; usually working all the way from pre-production to post. They’re the 
ones who make major decisions and are often directly or indirectly responsible for securing 
financing.

Director
The Director provides the guiding creative vision for a production and is responsible for 
shepherding the project through the entire creative process and will exert great influence over 
all other film crew positions.

Producer
The Producer is one of the most fundamental of all film set roles. Primarily, producers are 
responsible for securing funding, setting a project into motion, and providing high level 
organizational guidelines.

Principal Cast
Technically, of course, actors are not considered film crew positions, but they are among the 
most crucial movie set jobs.

Casting Director
The casting director oversees finding the right performers for a given project.

Below-the-Line Crew
Below the line film crew job descriptions are many and varied.

AD Department
The AD department steers an entire production to achieve the director’s vision. The 
department’s major responsibilities are scheduling, coordination, and communication.

1st AD
The 1st AD’s mandate is simply to assist the director in achieving their vision. Their day-to-
day responsibilities stretch far beyond the creative concerns of the director and are crucial to 
keeping any production on its feet. The 1st AD is responsible for crafting the shooting schedule, 
running the set, making sure that all other film crew positions are functioning on time, and 
dealing with the daily problems that arise on production.

2nd AD
The 2nd Assistant Director is responsible for handling daily call sheets and shepherding talent 
to and from set. They also help ease the AD department’s workload when a shoot’s scale or 
degree of difficulty becomes larger than a small, standard team can handle.
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Set PA
Set Production Assistants oftentimes receive a majority of their marching orders from 
professionals in the AD department. Set PAs support the needs of the shooting set itself, as 
opposed to those of a particular department.

Art Department
Film crew positions within the Art Department oversee the physical creation of all visual 
elements in a film or television series.

Production Designer
The Production Designer is the head of the art department. They work with the director and 
director of photography to craft an overall look for a film, achieving it with the help of a wide 
variety of movie set jobs found deeper within their department.

Art Director
The Art Director is the production designer’s second-in-command. They organize and manage 
the rest of the art department film crew to get the job done.

Set Dresser
The Set Dresser is in charge of arranging the shooting set with furniture, decorations, and 
other graphic elements.

Prop Master
The Prop Master is in charge of sourcing and organizing all non-weapon props used in a 
project.

Art PA
The Art Production Assistant is an all-around assistant dedicated to the art department.

Camera Department
The Camera Department is the literal focal point of image capture on any set.

Director of Photography
The Director of Photography is responsible for recording the images of a film in accordance 
with the director’s vision. That means that they’re in charge of creating light, bending light, 
and capturing light in a way that achieves an agreed upon look. Technically, the Director of 
Photography is the head of the camera department, but they also guide the creative decisions 
made by grip and electric departments.

Camera Operator
The Camera Operator controls the camera during takes. They are skilled at creating smooth 
and precise movements, using operating gear that may range from simple tripods to hand 
wheels or electronic control systems.

1st AC
The 1st Assistant Cameraperson is in charge of the set-up and on-set maintenance of the 
camera and related accessories. 1st ACs are most uniquely known for being responsible for 
pulling focus during a shot.
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2nd AC
The 2nd Assistant Cameraperson oversees organizing the camera crew’s gear, keeping records, 
and assisting in any general camera team tasks.

DIT
The Digital Imaging Technician (DIT) manages and troubleshoots all aspects of the digital 
workflow as it exists on set.

Electric Department
The Electric Department creates light, collaborating with the grip department to execute the 
director of photography’s lighting plan.

Gaffer
The Gaffer is the production’s chief lighting technician and head of the electric department. 
They plan and coordinate the placement and powering of lights to achieve the level of 
illumination desired by the director of photography.

Best Boy Electric
The Best Boy Electric (BBE) is the gaffer’s chief lieutenant, the second-in-command. They’re 
often responsible for delegating day-to-day managerial tasks- like hiring personnel and 
maintaining equipment- and are generally less directly involved in major creative decisions 
within the lighting plan.

ELT
The Electrical Lighting Technician (ELT) is responsible for getting power anywhere and 
everywhere on set. They’re also instrumental in executing the lighting plan under the guidance 
of the gaffer and best boy electric.

Generator Operator
The Generator Operator is responsible for managing any generators that a production brings to 
set.

Grip Department
Utilizing flags, silks, reflectors, and a 5-ton-truck’s worth of other equipment, the Grip 
Department manipulates existing light to help the director of photography achieve a desired 
look. They also physically support other departments as necessary with rigging and temporary 
structural elements.

Key Grip
The Key Grip is the head of the grip department. A natural counterpart and collaborator to the 
gaffer, the Key Grip is similarly tasked with planning and coordinating grip elements to execute 
a lighting plan. Unlike the gaffer, the Key Grip is also the arbiter of safety on-set.

Best Boy Grip
The Best Boy Grip is the key grip’s second-in-command. They tackle sensitive managerial 
operations and oversee the construction of more complicated grip elements.
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Grip
The Grip physically executes the strategy laid out by the key grip, best boy, and director of 
photography. On a union shoot, if literally anything needs moved on a set, a grip should be 
responsible for moving it.

Dolly Grip
The Dolly Grip is a grip dedicated to the set-up and operation of a dolly. They lay track, 
perform maintenance, and help execute the complicated camera moves required by many 
films, television shows, and commercials. The Dolly Grip’s job often requires both physical and 
mental athletics.

Hair & Make-Up Departments
Collectively referred to as “The Vanities”, the Hair & Make-Up Departments prepare on-camera 
talent for the big screen.

Key Make-Up Artist
The Key Make-Up Artist oversees setting the talent’s look for a given scene. They work closely 
with not only the director but also the production designer, director of photography, and 
wardrobe designer to craft a cohesive look that contributes to the film’s overall aesthetic.

Key Hair Stylist
Similarly, the Key Hair Stylist oversees setting the talent’s hairstyle for a given scene.

Make-Up and/or Hair Assistants
The Assistants within the Hair and make-up departments provide extra hands and eyes to 
carry out the plans of their department head.

Special Effects Make-Up Artist
The Special Effects (SPFX) Make-Up Artist specializes in achieving looks that go well-beyond 
the requirements of standard make-up and hair styling techniques.

Wardrobe Department
The Wardrobe Department is responsible for choosing, coordinating, fitting, and constructing 
every garment seen in each film, television show, or commercial.

Costume Designer
The Costume Designer is the head of the wardrobe department. In collaboration with the 
director, they craft the creative drive behind all clothing that the audience sees on screen.

Wardrobe Supervisor
The Wardrobe Supervisor essentially has a managerial role within the costume department. 
They manage existing wardrobe items and oversee the performance of all costumers and 
dressers working in the department. In essence, they manage the day-to-day execution of the 
costume designer’s vision.
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Set Costumer
The Set Costumer represents the wardrobe department on set. They’re on standby, watching 
the performers and adjusting as necessary, whether that means fixing a minor tear or adjusting 
shirt collars to ensure proper continuity.

Costume Coordinator
The Costume Coordinator coordinates all aspects of the costuming process.

Tailor
The Tailor is responsible for the actual construction and alteration of costumes.

Shopper
The Shopper shops. They visit stores and rental houses of all kinds to find the perfect shirt, 
shoes, or bedazzled belt.

Sound Department
The Sound Department is responsible for getting the best on-set sound possible. They use a 
wide range of analog techniques and technical innovations to ensure that dialogue can be heard 
crystal clear in even the most clamorous of conditions.

Production Sound Mixer
The Production Sound Mixer oversees recording all relevant sound on the shooting day. That 
includes everything from principal dialogue to room tone to wild lines to limited sound effects.

Boom Operator
The Boom Operator is, of course, responsible for operating the boom mic, but they also play a 
significant role in placing microphones around sets and on performers in order to achieve the 
highest overall quality in the audio department’s recordings.

Craft Service & Catering Departments
The Craft Service and Catering Departments make sure that the film crew is fed, hydrated, and 
ready to work. The Craft Service Department provides food and drink throughout the shooting 
day, while the Catering Department is exclusively responsible for providing designated meals.

Stunts Department
The Stunt Coordinator
The Stunt Coordinator is an expert in creating physical illusions and mitigating physical 
danger.

Stunt Performer
The Stunt Performer carries out a given stunt, as conceived by the director and stunt 
coordinator.

Set Medic
The Set Medic is not technically part of the stunts department. However, if the stunts 
department is active on any set, the presence of a Set Medic is an absolute requirement.
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VFX Department
While most modern visual effects are ultimately realized in post-production, it is often 
necessary for film crew positions from the VFX Department to be present on the actual day of 
shooting.

VFX Supervisor
The VFX Supervisor is the chief visual effects adviser to the director. They are responsible for 
the final look of an effect and are, therefore, concerned with the proper execution of each of its 
elements, both on set and beyond.

VFX Coordinator
The VFX Coordinator is an organizational role. They’re in charge of scheduling and managing 
actions within the creation of given visual effects in order to keep them on track with the 
overall post-production workflow.

Production Department
The Production Department makes up the primary structural support of an entire project, start 
to finish. They manage budgets, maintain records, issue payments, keep the production in 
good legal standing, and generally put out any fire- sometimes literally- that might arise in the 
making of a movie.

Line Producer
Technically, the head of the production department is the producer, but the Line Producer is 
their below-the-line counterpart and is much more likely to have their boots on the ground. 
The Line Producer directs the actions of the production department.

UPM
The Unit Production Manager (UPM) is the chief administrator of all film crew positions. They 
may be called to deal with an array of challenges, but the UPM is primarily concerned with the 
management of all cost-related decisions.

Production Coordinator
The Production Coordinator makes sure that all departments are on the same page. 
“Coordinator” is a very literal title in this particular case. They- side-by-side with the rest of the 
production staff- handle any paperwork and communication necessary to keep all departments 
working together towards the same goal and the overall production running smoothly.

Set Accountant
The Set Accountant monitors a project’s finances, ensuring that the relationship between 
expenses and the budget as planned remains as copasetic as possible.

Office PA
The Office Production Assistant is dedicated to assisting only the film crew positions that work 
within a project’s production office.
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SECTION 4: FACULTY POLICIES
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Compensation/Course Release Information
Faculty workload is comprised of teaching and other administrative assignments. Information 
regarding faculty workload, teaching load, and overload can be found in section 2.9 of the JSU 
Faculty Handbook.
Faculty may receive an alternate workload assignment (sometimes referred to as a full or 
partial course release) for working on a departmental production in theatre or film.
Expected workloads will be clearly outlined in the Spring of each year in consultation with 
the Department Head for the next academic year. This is to ensure workloads are calculated 
in a manner consistent with the expected outcomes and to help more fairly distribute 
responsibilities amongst the faculty. If the faculty/staff member feels the proposed workload is 
underrepresented, they should consult with the Department Head for possible revisions.

Production assignment equivalents
Departmental productions are a vital part of our mission and contribute to fulfilling our 
educational goals of providing practical training for students, and enhancing our commitment 
to scholarship, creative activity, and community outreach.
The following will normally be considered as 3 hours of a faculty member’s workload:

• Serving in a role such as: director, designer, performer, cinematographer, art 
director, cutter/draper, technical director, paint charge, etc for a departmental 
production.

• Providing extensive vocal, movement, intimacy, dialect, or similar coaching for a 
departmental production

Other activities that may be considered for 1 or 2 hours of a faculty member’s workload, in 
consultation with the Department Head, are:

• Mentorship of one or more students toward minor production assignment
• Limited or minor vocal, movement, intimacy or dialect coaching for a departmental 

production
• Fulfillment of minor or small-scale technical responsibility
• Coordination of design elements for student projects or smaller department 

productions
• Mentorship and instruction of one or more students toward the students’ major 

production assignment (non-course assignment)

Student representatives
• Act as liaison between student body and faculty
• Bring student concerns to faculty
• Coordinate student activities with the faculty
• Participate in recruiting events and assist in getting other student volunteers to 

attend

Assessment
The Assessment Committee is a subcommittee of the Department Steering Committee 
responsible for reviewing all departmental programs to maintain Student Learning Outcomes, 
University requirements, and NAST accreditation. The committee can also review and advise 
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faculty on assessment procedures and methods of implementation. Committee appointments 
will be assigned every August.
Membership: Four members from faculty (Theatre and Film) Duties

• Develop assessment plans as needed for the department
• Review and modify existing assessment plans
• Modify outcomes exam questions and coordinate delivery method as needed
• Review and advise faculty on assessment procedures and methods of 

implementation
• Coordinate assessment portion of capstone courses
• Review mid-degree assessment course materials
• Develop and maintain rubrics for all assessment activities
• Coordinate assessment activities for the department

Curriculum
The Curriculum Committee is a subcommittee of the Department Steering Committee 
responsible for maintaining, updating, and assessing departmental and program curriculum, 
as well as evaluating and approving any newly proposed curricular changes, course additions, 
or modifications.
Membership: Three members from faculty (Theatre and Film) Duties

• Review and approve curricular changes proposed by faculty
• Liaise with the CAH Curriculum Committee
• Communicate and meet all major deadlines for submission of curricular 

changes
• Review current curricular plans
• Maintain current curricular map for Departmental Student Learning 

Outcomes
• Develop and evaluate department syllabus requirements, ensuring adherence to 

University and CAH syllabus requirements.
• Develop and maintain course offering schedule (two year rolling plan) and Plan of 

Study.

Department Handbook
The Handbook Committee is a subcommittee of the Department Steering Committee charged 
with the review and revision of the Departmental Handbook. The committee will evaluate, 
approve, and implement proposed changes to the handbook on an annual basis.
Membership: Three members of the faculty and/or staff and one student representative 
Duties

• Review and update department handbook annually 
• Communicate policy changes enacted through the year as addendums prior to annual 

updates and new editions 
• Communicate a summary of changes and revision to all faculty, staff, and students 

with each new edition
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• Determine which tasks within the handbook need Standard Operating Procedures 
(SOPs)

• Consult with faculty/staff with relevant SME to help draft, pilot, and revise 
SOPs

• Develop and maintain a database for SOPs as they are drafted
• Maintain an archive of all previous handbook editions

Mentorship
The Mentorship Committee is a subcommittee of the Department Steering Committee 
responsible for identifying and working with students who are participating in the department 
mentorship program, or any other programs related to academics.
Membership: Coordinator and ad hoc members as needed 
Duties
Coordinator

• Identify students who qualify for mentorship
• Communicate details of mentorship to students
• Coordinate member assignments to students Members
• Hold individual meetings with students in mentorship program two or three times in 

the semester
• Advise students on Student Success Center activities and tutoring available

Recruitment
The Recruitment Committee is a subcommittee of the Department Steering Committee 
responsible for community and student outreach, with a focus on increasing department 
enrollment and retention, as well as working with area high schools to raise awareness about 
the department.
Membership: Three members of faculty, one student representative Duties

• Coordinate faculty scheduling for university recruiting events (Preview Days, 
Accepted Student days, etc)

• Develop annual recruiting plan and events
• Develop and maintain recruiting printed materials and merchandise

Scholarship
The Scholarship Committee is a subcommittee of the Department Steering Committee 
responsible for soliciting, collecting, evaluating, and awarding student scholarships.
Membership: Four members of faculty/staff Duties

• Develop and coordinate scholarship auditions/interviews
• Establish and communicate deadlines to students
• Develop website update and communicate to Department Head for posting
• Identify materials required from students
• Communicate requirements, communication plan, and other information with the 

university scholarship office
• Develop and maintain rubrics for scholarship assessment
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• Coordinate assessment with other faculty in department

Season Selection
The Season Selection Committee is a subcommittee of the Department Steering Committee 
responsible for setting the production season at least one year in advance, so that every August, 
the season is set for the following academic year. The committee with consider two mainstage 
productions and one APO show.
Membership: Rotating faculty/staff and two student representatives Duties:

• Determine the appropriate criteria for each semester based on the genre rotation 
chart found in the Season Selection SOP

• Solicit recommendations from faculty, staff, and students based on those 
criteria

• Narrow down recommendations to determine plays with most potential and 
feasibility

• Read and evaluate recommendations
• Prioritize student learning objectives, genre rotation, and department mission in all 

season choices

Tenure and Promotion Committee
The Tenure and Promotion Committee is a subcommittee of the Department Steering 
Committee responsible for evaluating 3rd year review and tenure/promotion materials in 
adherence with the University and College of Arts and Humanities manuals.
Membership: All tenured members of the faculty and additional faculty from other 
departments as needed.
Duties

• Review all materials from qualifying faculty for 3rd year review and tenure/ 
promotion

• Make recommendations to the Department Head for all tenure decisions
• Periodically review and update departmental tenure and promotion requirements and 

guidelines

Faculty/Staff Production Mentors
During any departmental production, when any production position is filled by a student artist, 
each student will be assigned a production mentor from the faculty or staff with the subject 
matter expertise in that area to assist in their process. This mentorship process will be overseen 
by the faculty or staff assigned by the Department Head.
Production Mentorship Responsibilities:

• Prioritize student learning
• Guide student artist in their creative and professional work
• Empower the student to take on the leadership necessary to fulfill their role
• Meet regularly with student to share feedback and determine pedagogical 

needs
• Assure student is effectively managing time in order to meet deadlines
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• Work with student to make schedules and prioritize tasks and resources
• Assist in the navigation of unexpected challenges with respect and 

professionalism
• Uphold and reinforce the production structure adopted by the department
• Model professionalism, collaboration, and respect at all times

Annual Evaluations
Faculty and Staff participate in a variety of annual evaluations. Brief descriptions and links to 
additional information are provided below:

Watermark Faculty Success (formerly Digital Measures)
Digital measures is a secure, web–based information management system designed to collect 
and manage faculty research, teaching, and service activities, including accomplishments, 
specialized trainings, certifications, and professional activities. All THR/FLM faculty are 
expected to keep this information up-to-date and use this system to aid in submitting 
documentation and evidence in all faculty review processes.

Faculty Annual Review (FARs)
Each calendar year, every tenure-track faculty member will complete a Faculty Annual Review 
form, which will be submitted to the Department Head for review. The FAR form should 
highlight all areas relevant to tenure: Teaching, Scholarly and Creative Work, Service, and 
Collegiality for the previous calendar year. The FAR process is defined in Section 2.4.1.1 of the 
JSU Faculty Handbook. College relevant portions of the FAR, including the current forms to 
use, are distributed by the Dean via the Department Head.
As part of the FAR process, faculty should complete the CAH FAR form and have entered all 
relevant information into Watermark (formally Digital Measures), including the accompanying 
Teaching, Scholarship, Service, and Collegiality narratives. Each faculty member will then run 
the Annual Activities Report for that calendar year.
On or before the deadline, faculty members should have prepared and turned in both the 
current CAH FAR form and the Annual Activity report, including narratives, to allow the 
Department Head time to prepare comments for the face-to-face portion of the evaluation.

Staff Performance Evaluations
Every year, staff members should undergo a formal performance evaluation covering the 
period of June 1st through May 31st for the previous 12 months. More information can be 
found in the JSU  Staf f Handbook.

Third Year Review
At the end of a candidate’s third full academic year, tenure-track faculty will undergo a Third 
Year Review, for which all materials gathered will be evaluated by the Department Head and 
higher-ranked faculty. This review will be submitted in lieu of a FAR form. The Third Year 
Review portfolio should be a thorough and comprehensive collection of work in all areas 
relevant to tenure: Teaching, Scholarly and Creative Work, Service, and Collegiality. Third-Year 
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Review is conducted to ensure every Tenure-Track faculty member is adequately progressing 
toward the Promotion and Tenure expectations set by the Department and the University. 
This affords both the candidate and fellow faculty members an opportunity to determine if the 
candidate is performing effectively and to make suggestions for continued development. More 
information, and links to forms, can be found in Section 2.4.1.4 of the Faculty Handbook.

Promotion and Tenure
Jacksonville State University provides a Guideline for Preparation and Organization of 
Promotion  and/or Tenure Portfolio in the JSU Faculty Handbook. Theatre and Film faculty 
applying for promotion and/or tenure should consult both the university guidelines, as well as 
the Department- specific expectations detailed below, to prepare promotion/tenure portfolios. 
Section 2 of the JSU  faculty handbook also offers further details in all areas regarding 
Promotion and Tenure.
Important Deadlines and Schedule for Promotion and Tenure Process
Application Form for Promotion and Tenure
Department-specific policies and procedures for Tenure and Promotion can be found in the 
shared One-Drive folder and supplied by the Tenure Committee.

Disciplinary Policies and Grievances
JSU encourages all faculty and staff to resolve disagreements respectfully, through informal, 
frank, and open discussion. Furthermore, the Department of Theatre and Film seeks to 
uphold our commitment to professionalism detailed in the Statements on Professionalism and 
Collaboration included in Section 3 of this handbook. However, when this cannot be achieved, 
policies and resources are available for both faculty and staff.
In dealing with professional grievances, all faculty should refer to Section 2.7.7 in the JSU 
Faculty Handbook to follow the steps indicated for Problem Solving and Disciplinary Policy.
In dealing with professional grievances, all staff should refer to the Manual on Policies and  
Procedures provided by the Human Resources Director.
If a faculty member has a concern or grievance, the first step should be to talk with the 
Department Head. If the concern involves the Department Head, faculty should contact the 
Dean.
Any faculty or staff member wishing to file a formal complaint concerning another member 
of the faculty or staff should use the forms provided by Human Resources and the Title IX 
Coordinator’s Office
Report a Concern to Human Resources Report a Title IX Concern or Incident

Syllabus Requirements
All Department Syllabi must be submitted to the Department Administrative Assistant within 
the first week of classes each semester. All components and updated language as required 
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by the College of Arts and Humanities, as well as University Policies as stated in the Faculty 
Handbook, must be included in every syllabus.
Additionally, in order to fully implement our department attendance policy, all Theatre and 
Film faculty are required to take, record, and document attendance at every class meeting.
Syllabus Requirements

• Course Prefix, Number, Section, Title, Credit Hours, Location, and Date/Time, 
Semester and Year

• Instructor Name, Contact Information, Office Hours, Office Location
• Course Description and Pre-requisites—These must match the latest catalog.
• Course Objectives
• Student Learning Outcomes (derived from course objectives and should be assessed; 

all sections of a course should have the same SLOs)
• Grading Procedures (how grade will be calculated and description of 

assignments)
• Required Texts, Materials, Software, etc.
• Attendance Policy 

All University Policies/Statements
• Disability Services
• Military-Connected Student Statement
• Title IX Statement
• Academic Honesty Policy
• Laptop Policy and Technical Support
• Tutoring and Academic Support 

Closing

It is intended that this handbook will be a fluid document, updated, revised, and improved as 
needed to best serve the department and its students, faculty, and staff. All previous versions of 
the handbook are catalogued by the Handbook Committee. Suggestions for revision should be 
submitted via email to the Handbook Committee Chair.

1st Edition – Fall 2022
Carolyn Conover – Committee Chair 
Randy Blades
Freddy Clements 
John Davis
Ellen Peck 
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